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ABSTRACT  

A generalsuriroy is given of the methods of image • 

presentation and size determination by direct and projection 

microscopy. The relative merits of these techniques arc 

discussed, in conjunction with such variables that must also 

be optimised for routine visual work. 

The production and mounting of opaque disc test objects 

of known diameters in the range 0.2 to 1.2 microns is 

described and theoretical and experimental results available 

for the diffraction images of these test objects arc 

discussed, including those of the author. Details are 

given of the construction of the direct and projection 

microscope systems, in particular the development and 

construction of a grainless screen for the latter. 

Results are given relating the visual size to the true 

size of the objects over the whole size range under different 

operating conditions. In particular experimental work shows 

the dependance of the visual size upon the different viewing 

and sizing systems used, end conclusions are drawn regarding 

both the systematic and random errors produced by these 

systems. 
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PREFACE 

As this thesis and its two subsidiary papers incorporate 

some work performed by others I should like to state the 

main items that wero carried out by myself. They are :- 

(1) (a) The production of the opaque disc test objects down 

to a diameter of 0.26Atx . 

(b) The demonstration of the advantages of Aroclor, 

when used for the simultaneous mounting of transparent 

and opaque objects. 

(2) The determination of the diffraction images of the 

Opaque disc test objects down to a diameter of 0.264 V. 

(3) The development of the grainless screen for the 

projection microscope. 

(4) The construction of the direct and projection micro-

scope systems. 

(5) The visual sizing of the opaque discs with:- 

(a) The scanning block of the direct microscope. 

(b) The filar micrometer eyepiece of the photoelectric 

micrometer microscope. 

(6) The visual sizing of the opaque discs with :- 

(a) The scanning block of the projection mlatoscope. 

(b) The calibrated wedge of the projection microscope. 

(7) (a) The comparison of the sizing results obtained with 

the (irect and projection viewing systems showing that they 

have identical systematic and random errors. 
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(b) The comparison of all the sizing systems considered 

in this thesis and an analysis of the factors which 

influence the systematic any random errors they produce. 
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CHAPTER 1.  

A SURVEY OF THE METILOS OF IMAGE PRES2NTATION AND 

SIZE DETERLINATION BY DIRECT AND PROJECTION MICROSCOPY 

1.1. Introduction  

Tho magnifying - amtion of a simple lens was first 

reported as early as the first century A.D. by Seneca, 

although the principles underlying refraction wore not 

understood and applied until much later. The invention 

of the compound microscope is generally credited to 

H aas and Zacharias Janssen, at Middolburg, somewhere 

around 1590, but this is still a matter of dispute(soo 

for example Disney et d1(1928). 

Present-day optical microscopes, however sophisticated, 

still perform the same basic function, as the -)riginals 

of the simple and compound types mentioned above, namely 

to produce a magnified image of an object. However for 

many yoars now it has boon realised that resolution rathor 

than magnification is the most important function of tho 

microsc-pe. This is especially so when a moasuremont of 

the visual sizo of tho marnifiod imago is required, the 

wave nature of light imposing a limit upon the smallest 

detail which may bo obsorvod• 

In this chTtor it is proposed to survey the various 

methods by which magnified ima.7os may be pppduced and then 

sized. The production of the marnifioo imnro or tImago 
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Presentation' will bo considered first in sections 1.2 

to 1.10. to be followed by the visual sizing of the 

magnified image or 'Size Determination' in section 1.11 

to 1.16. 

1.2. Introduction to the ,,lethJd.s of Imre Presentation by 

Direct and  Projection Licrosc.)py.  

Tho magnifiel image of al object my- be presented and 

viewed in either one of two general methods. It may either 

be viewed directly by placing the eye at the magnifier,- 

Direct Viewing, or bo projected on to some form of screen 

and then viewed at a convenient distance - Projection 

Viewing. The merits of the two methods will not be discussed 

now, except to mention one important difference namely that 

al image viewed directly is virtual and that viewed by 

projection is real. The two methods winnow be subdivide: 

and considered individually as follows :- 

Direct Viewing (Virtual images): 

Monocular methods: section 1.3. 

Binocular methods: section 1.4. 

Stereoscopic methods : section 1.5. 

Projection Viewing (Reel images): 

Front Projection methods: section 1.6. 

Photomicrographic (projection) methods: suction 1.7. 

Back projection methods: section 1.8. 

Grainless projection methods: section 1.9. 

"Solid Image" projection methods: section 1.10. 
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1.3, Monocular Methods 

In this the most simple form of moxnified image 

presentation one eye is used to view the image. This 

naturally leaves the other eye unused. Barer (1953) 

has recommended that this eye should also be kept open, 

in order to reduce strain, but has suggested the use of a 

shade or a ground glass screen in front of it. Martin End 

Johnson (1958) have also recommended the occlusion of the 

unused eye. 

1.4. Binocular Methods.  

Those, which include any method in which both eyes 

are used to view the some field, should permit a more 

natural use of the microscope. However opinions differ 

as 2egards their practical desirability. Payne (195A) 

states "The binocular microscope is more comfortable to 

work with and con be used for longer periods without 

fatigue or eye strain,," While Chamot and Mason (1958a) 

state "The use if binocular microscopes Inquires' that 

both eyes bo maintained exactly centred with respect to tin 

oyepoints. This necessitates holding the head and neck very 

rigid and causes grmter muscular fatigue than does the use 

of a monocular instrument." 

Preforenco therefore is not universal fur either 

instrument, but varies according to the individual taste of 

each observer. 

Binocular micrscopes may be classifiel under two 
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head inns namely 'Non-stereoscopic,' and tStereoscopic,,  

(which will be dealt with it the next section). 

Non-stereoscopic microscopes are mon-objective and present 

to the eyes two identical images. This is achieved by 

asin,7 a beam splitting device such as that shown in Fig.1.1., 

involving partial reflection and partial transmission at 

a semi-reflecting surface. H owevor although there is 

no true stereoscopic effect the image appears me natural 

and a fooling of depth results. 

1.5. Stereoscopic Pethids  

Stereoscopic vision in the binocular microscope is 

dependent on the formation of slightly different images 

in each eye. This may be accomplished in two ways:- 

(a);  by means ref a separate compaind microsc,pe for each 

eye, directed at the same object from slightly different 

angles, as shown in Fig. 1.2. (Bi-objective stereoscopic 

microscope). 

(b) By dividingead modifying the rays from a angle objective 

so that different images are produced in each eye (Lon- 

objective stereoscopic microscope). 

Whereas in (a) there are two separate objectives in 

(b) there is only one objective used in conjunction with 

an Torture splitting device, such as that shown in Fig.1.3. 

1.6. Front Projection iqethods  

These include any method in which the 'mace is projecte: 

on to an opaque screen. 



I. 



Bi•objective stereoscopic 'microscope. 
(After the Shan on &tent trio Co. Ltd. ) 



,Lyehhan.l 	apprkklr 	- a 0.1.t.. t Ing 
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In straighforward front projection the screen is 

usually plain white with a smooth but non-glossy surface. 

For normal magnification this is placed about 25 cm from 

the microscope, under which conditions the microscope is 

between the screen and the observer. 

1.7. Photomicrographic (Projection)Methods.  

Photomicrography is a method of magnified image 

presentation that in fact incorporates front projection, the 

photographic film being the opaque screen. It has the 

great advantage of giving a pprmanont record )f the object 

although it lack's the telasticityt of visual observation. 

One cannot, when looking at a photograph change the focus 

slightly to observe the effect unless a numbor of photo-

graphs at different foci are taken. On the other hanj a 

photograph can be examined in detail at greater leisure 

than is possible with a changing object. 

In photomicrography the image contrast-in the 

photomicrograph can be improved during the develkoment 

and printing processes. This moans that that wavelength 

can b3 used which is best for resolution or for different 

absorption in the object. 

Green (1921) and Loveland (1952) have both.: 

recommended the use of photomicrography as an intermediate 

stage in projection methods in general, the image first 

being photographed and then projected. 
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1.8. Back Projection Methods  

In back projection the image is projected on to a 

translucent screen and then viewed from behind the screen. 

Under these conditions there is no physical obstruction 

of the view by the microscope as in the case of front 

projection, 

Loveland (1952) recommends the use of a sloping desk- 

like back-projection screen, as the most convenient arrange- 

ment for protracted meosuroments. This arrangement is 

used in the Vickers Fifty-Five (.projection) Microscope, 

which advertises it as an "Inclined micro-crystalline 

wax projection screen for comfortable routine viewing." 

1.9. Grainless Projection Methods  

An important disadvantage of Projection Viewing 

is the phenomenon of 'graininess' in the projection 

screens. All projection screens have a more or less 

grainy sparkling appearance, which obscures the detail 

in the image, it is worse in back-projection than in 

opaque screens, but still present with both. The scale 

of the grainy appearance is considerably larger than that 

of the actual grain in the material, the magnitude of 

the effect increasing with decreasing numerical Torture 

of the illuminating beam. Even an ordinary ground-glass 

back-projection screen, no matter how finely ground 

has a very pronounced grain or sparkle,. 

Leifer, Spencer, Welford and Richmond (1961) have 
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suggested the use of two ground-glass screens placed with 

their ground surfaces almost in contact ono being moved alaay 

in its own plane relative to the other. The sparkle and 

graininess are continually changing and are smoothed out 

by persistence of vision to give a perfpctly grainless 

smooth screen. This arrangement is a development of an 

earlier suggestion by MacAdam and Taylor (1947)- 

1.10. 'Solid-Image' Projection Methods  

tSolid-Image microscope has been designed by 

Gregory aid Donaldson (1958) which presents the image 

as a solid in a luminous block. This is achieved by making 

the focal plane of the ojective scan up and down through 

the depth of the object and then projecting the image on 

to a screen which is made to vibrate in phase with the focal 

plane of the objective. 

The scanning serves to extract the information in depth 

from the object aid the projection on to a vibrating screen 

of the image, reconstitutes it in dppth giving a ISolid-

Imagel in space swept by the screen. The frequency of 

vibration areator than the fusion frequency for the eye, so 

that little or no flicker is observed. The further develqp,-

went of the 'Solid-Imago' Microscope, has been described 

by Gregory (1960(a)91960(b) & 1961). 

1.11. Introduction to the Methods of Size Determination  

by Direct aad Projection Microscopy. 

The determination of the sizes of microscopic objects 
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is extremely useful as an aid to identifications id 

also in the quantitative ann.lysis of mixtures. The size 

of many natural objects is more or loss characteristic and 

in the case of marry substances such as textile al d paper 

fibres may be very valuable as a means of identifying or of 

differentiating between materials of similar appearances 

but different magnitude. The size of artificial materials 

is often very important in goveirning their physical and 

chemical properties; size determination is commonly used 

in testing pigments, abrasive fibres, metals and alloys 

4416.vaa and many other kinds of materials whore finanese of 

structure .is important. 

However there is an inherent limit to the preale.on with 

which the size of microscopic objects may be determined. 

Apart from mechanical innacuracy in the apparatus used the 

limit is ultimately dependent upon the breadth of the 

diffraction image of the edge of microscopic structures, 

which is approximately equal to the reso,.ution limit of 

the optical system. Hence the true position of my boundary 

which is to be measured could be uncertain to this xtent. 

If a microscope objective of high resolving power is used 

the random error may be very small; for otample ca.0.2 
1 

for an objective of 1.40 	This may be negligible in , 

measuring the width of a textile fibre which is 25t,. in 

diameter but it becomes much more important when pigment 

particles less than lv.in diameter are measured. By 
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averaging repeated measurements the relative accuracy may 

be considerably increased; but the absolute dimension.meas-

ured may nevertheless still be systematically displaced 

from the true value by a degree governed by the limitations 

of resolution. 

The dimension of a microscopic object that is 

actually measured is usually its diameter. The term 

diameter may carry its ordinary meaning but since only in 

the case of en oquidirnensional particle (sphere or cube) 

does it have atsinglo value, it almost always involves 

some attempt at averaging or combining the various different 

dimensions which characterize the shape of a non-equidiraen-

sional parziclo. Furthermore, the physical diameters of 

a partic to are usually cbf indirect functional signifl.cance 

as compared with the surface or volume which raw be computed 

from them, and aby arbitrary system of expressing them by 

a single number should be such that representative values 

for surface or volume can be devised. Theideal diameter 

for particle size work might be defined as the diameter 

of a cube or sphere, with its surface (or its volume) equal 

to that of the original particle. Sucha diameter may not 

be the same for surface as for volume, the discrepancy 

increases as the shcp o departs from an oquidimensional one. 

In practice the diameter that is normally taken is 

either Martin's or Feint's. The 'accidental' or 'horizontal' 

diameter suggested by Martin (1924) and illustrated in Fig. 
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I.4. (a) is the distance between opposite sides of the 

particle, measured on a line bisecting the projected 

area. Foretis (1931) diameter illustrated in Fig.1.4.(b) 

is the perpendicular distance between parallel tangents 

touching opposite sides of the particle. Other diametors 

include the moan projected diameter this being the 

diameter of a circle of equal projected area, add the 

diameter of a circle of equal perimeter. .4coording to 

Chamot and Mason (1958(b), experimental comparisons of 

variaus proposed diameters have shown that the horizontal 

or Martints aiameter gives results in satisfactory agree-

ment with those from the three actual rlimensiuns of the 

individual particles, aid the experimental simplicity of 

making a single measurement to bo used without further 

cJmputation has led to its being very widely employed 

in microscopical particle size work. It; validity decreases 

the less the particles approximate equidimensional shq e, 

and corrections based on measurements of thickness may need 

to be worked out for dealing with needlelike particles. 

It should be emphasised that the horizontal diameter of a 

particle is useful only as a substitute for two or three 

measurements of the actual dimensions of that particle, 

It does not indicate haw the particle will behave in a 

physical situation governed by true dimensions rather than 

artificially arranged ones. 

Feret's diameter is not recommended according to 



• . 
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Heywood(1946) because of the large errors introduced for 

elongated particles. However Walton (1948) has di own that 

FeretEs diameter is equal to the diameter of a circle of 

equal perimeter trovidedthat the particle profile is non-

re-entrant, a condition which is usually satisfiold. Other 

discussion-16f essentially the same aspects of particle 

sizing include -nose of Green (1927), H eywooa (1937) 

and Konrick (1940). 

Most met3,ods of visual sizing depend on the comparison 

of the object with a scale of known value. Therefore a 

microscopic standard of definite dimensions is required for 

the initial determination. For this purpose some form of 

stage micrometer is used, consisting of an accurately divided 

scale engraved on a suitable slide of glass or metal. High 

precision scales suitable for calibration have been produced 

by Brumley  and Richardson (1950), using an Electro-optic 

crystal interferometer as a length measuring device. 

The various visual methods for the sizing of microscopic 

objects by direct and projection microscopy may be sub-

divided into the following groups:- 

Graticule methods : section 1.12. 

Sheared image Methods: section 1.13. 

Methods involving mechanical movement of the microscqm 

or stage : section 1.14. 

Depth measurement methods: section 1.15. 

Counting methods: section 1.16. 
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1.12. Graticule Methods  

One of the simplegbways of measuring the size of an 

object, applicable at any magnification, is to view the 

object simultaneously with a high contrast linear scale, 

and make the necessary size comparison. The scale is 

calibrated using a stage micrometer. Simultaneous viewing 

of object and scale can be achieved by any ne of the three 

following methods: 

(a) By projecting the scale on to the object by means of the 

substage condenser. 

(b) By mounting the scale at the focal plane of the eyepiece. 

(c) By placing the scale on the projection screen. 

The position of the geaticulos in all three methods is 

illustrated in Fig.1.5. Obviously methods (a) and (b) 

can be used for both direct and projection viewing whereas 

(a) can ohly be used for the latter. The three methods 

will now be considered in detail as follows:.p.,  

With method (a) by moans of the mirror and the 

condenser, it is possible to project into the plane of the 

object lying upon the stage the image of a scale Nhose 

value has been ascertained. In this method described by 

Clendinnen (1910) both scale and object are magnified 

together and it therefore follows that no matter what may 

be the combination of objective, eyepiece and tube length 

empbyed, the value of the divisions of the scale image will 

remain unchanged, provided that the distance of thescale 
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from the condenser is not altered. By varying the scale 

distance its value can be aJjusted to convenient numbers of 

microns, with calibration against a stage micrometer. This 

method permits the use Hof a wide variety of scales or other 

external objects to be viewed simultaneously with the 

microscopic image. It is especially convenient when 

employing binocular microscopes, however it is necessary 

to ensure that the condenser is capable of giving a 

distortion free image of the scale used. 

Method (b) renders object and scale simultaneously 

visible, by mounting the scale in the eyepiece on a reticle 

at its focal plane. By such al arrangement the real image 

formed by the objective is superposed, on the scale aid both 

are magnified by the eye lens of the eyepiece mad seen 

together in the image. This is perhaps the most widely used 

method of microscopic measurement. The eyepiece scale is 

calibrated using a stage micrometer. As an alternative to 

a fixed scale a filar micrometer with a moving crosswire 

may be used, this giving measurements of greater precision 

at any point in the field of view. With individual objects 

the dimensions in any desired direction may be measured bob 

with particulate specimens Martin's or Feret's diameters are 

normally taken, these being easily measured in the direction 

of crosswise movement. However direct linear measurements 

of this nature on a large number of individual particles 

are tiring and a particulate sample is generally classified 
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into a limited number of size groups. This was fir st done 

by Patterson and Cawood (1936) using a 'globe id circle' 

graticulo shown in Fig.1.6. (a). This consists of a rectangle 

defining the counting field and ten opaque and transparent 

reference circles, which when used with a 2mm x 13., objective 

corresponded to diameters of 0.2 , 0.4,0.8, 1.2, i.6, 2.0, 

2.5, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0k. With this graticulo it was tho 

moan projected diameters of the particles that were estimated 

and then giouped into the eleven size ranges. Fairs (1943) 

has described a graticule shown in Fig.1.6.(b) based on the 

Patterson-Cawood design using reference circles whose 

diameters increase in aJ progression except at the 

smallest sizes and suggests that making the size interval 

any smaller, gives little improvement in sizing accuracy. 

May(1945) also describes a graticule with a 4-2.---  pror:ressiDn 

in circle diameter and having in addition a series of 

parallel lines whose separation from a given line increase 

in a 2r progression so that Martin's and Feret's diameters 

con also be measured. This is shown in Fig. 1.7. (a). 

Blacktin's(1946) graticule contained no reference circles 

and instead of the series of parallel I ines consisted of a 

agaare counting field divided into a series of smaller • 

squares, whose sides corresponded to 1,2,5, and 1014. 

Watson (1952) has used a much simplified version of the 

Patterson-Cawood graticule which contained only three 

reference circles, corresponding to diameters of 0.5,2 and 5r, 
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so that particles are classified into only four size groups. 

Hamilton et al (1954) modified Watson's graticule by 

changing the 2, to a 2.5y, diameter circle and adding a 1 

diameter circle. In an investication into the ease and 

accurcacy of measurment with this graticule, shown in Fig, 

1.7.(b), a Patterson-CawoDd typo and a line graticule similar 

to iday's, they found that the observers expressed a definite 

preference for the simplified globe and circle type, Dn the 

grounds that it was easier to ase, although the three types 

of graticule gave equal counting consistency. 	Holdsworth 

of al (1954) have showed that by standardizing techniques 

and compering the results of regular cross-chocks it is 

possible to maintain good a,:reomont between well trained 

obvorvers in different laboratories when using thi globe 

and circle graticule. Watson and hulford (1954) using a 

particle profile test strip were able to show that the sizing 

bias varied from individual to individual when using the 

globe anC circle graticulo and were able to give quantitative 

assessment of this bias. 

In method (c) the object size is determined by direct 

measurement on the screen image. Fairs (1951) has described 

a method where a graticulo is inscribed directly on to the 

screen and Loveland (1952) recommends that the graticule 

should bo drawn on a transparent plate which can then be 

moved abouton the screen SD that the outlines of the standard 

graticule areas can bo superimposed directly on the image. 



Circles, hexagons or other shapes appropriate to the objects 

being sizod can be used as standard areas. 

Where irregular areas, as are frequently found in 

biological or metallurgical studies are to be measured 

a series of graph-like cross hatchings my be superimposed 

upon the imago, the square covered by the image of the 

object being counted to give its area. /is aa alternative 

to this rather tedious method a technique due originally 

to Delesse (1847) may be used. 	sheet of uniform trans-

parent material is placed over the screen image, and the 

outline of the structure whose area is required is drawn 

round aid then cut out, the area of the structure being 

proportional to weight of the cut-out tracing. This methal 

has been compared with the square counting technique 

by Mainland (1929) aid with the use of a planimeter by 

Scammon and Scott (1927) all three investigators concluding 

that it was the easier and more rapid method. Mainland 

however, points out that for small areas of d)out 5 square 

mms. the cross-hatch method is both quicker and more accurate 

althoagh for larger areas it rapdily loses efficiency. 

LOveland (1952) states that a planimeter, though slow may 

be usod a a calibration check for other methods and 

advocates for the tracing technique the use of mery thin 

Kodaloid as the transparent sheet material, the outlines 

being traced round with a hotpoint etching toci to eliminate 

the extra cutting-out process. 
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1.13. Sheared Image Methods.  

The principle of these methods consists of ice'  .clueing 

two identical coplanar images of each particle, the 

centres of which are separated by a variable distance. 

The separation between the centres when the two images 

are arranged to touch is equal to the diameter of the 

images. The two images can bo formed in various ways. 

Timbroil's (1952) arrangement consisted of a small mirror 

inclined at 45°to the optical axis of the microscope, 

which sent light into a horizontal eyepiece. This mirror 

was vibrated d out a perpendicular to the optical axis 

at about 50 c/s, the light source flashing at the 

oxtremitior of the vibration to give the two laterally 

sheared images. The magnitude of the shear could be 

calibrated in terms of the amplitude of the vibration. 

Timbrell sa,qp•ested that repeated readings differ from their 

mean by loss than 3% for Itx,particlos and less than 1% for 

particles greater than 10kA. McGinn (1956) has used bire-

fringent elements to give the two sheared images, 

although the magiitude of the shear is small. Barer 

(1960) usos the optical system shovm in Fig.1.8. which 

is similar to the Mach-Zohnd.er interferometer, the mirror 

in one arm of the interferometer being rotatable. Two 

sheared images are thus produced, one by the fixed and 

one by the moving arm, the magnitude of the separation 

depending upon tho tilt of the moving mirror. 



a sheared 'image. method 
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Dyson (1960(a),1961) has described a similar device based 

on the vlach-Zehnder interferometer shown in Fig.1.9. in 

which two identical prism blocks each consisting of ,ne 

rhomboidal aid one right angled prism cemented together 

with a half silvered interface, are user?, in each arm of 

the interferometer, this being inserted between the 

objective and eyepiece. Relative rotation of the two prism 

blocks gives a lateral shear between the two images from 

each arm of the system. This instrument is mat ufactured 

by Vickers-A.Z.I. under British Patent Ni.901,319, and 

with it Dyson claims a setting error of €11 out one tenth 

the size of the resolution limit of th,e microscope. 

All the al)ove instruments are bust suited to 

meadurina near spherical particles, it being possible 

to obtain integrated size distribution curves by setting 

the separation at a series of fixed val. aes aid counting 

the number of particles whose sizes lie above aid below 

these values. A direct size distribution can be obtained 

from Timbrell's method by modulating the energising current 

which controls the an pl it ud. e of the mirror's v ibr ion, 

with a low frequency square wave. It can dlso be 

obtained from Dyson's method as described by Dyson and 

Noble (1962) by mounting a thin glass plate an a pivot 

and placing it between the two prisms in such a way as 

to intercept only one of the two beams. If the glass plate 

is rocked to and fro through a small angle about the axis 
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of the pivot, the beam passing thr,7ugh it is displaced. 

This desplacomont adding to or subtracting from the shear 

given by the prisms themselves. 

1.14. Methods Involving Mechanical. Movement of the 

Microscope, or Stage.  

For objects which are larger than tho field of view 

of the microscope, one of the simplest-ways of measuring 

the object size is to use a travelling microscope, the 

microscope generally being traversed horizontally across 

the specimen. Crosswire settings are made on the edges of 

the object and the extent of the movement of the microscope 

and hence the size of the object is read off 

• 

on n micrometer drum. Alternatively a vernier mechanical 

stage can be used to move the object with respect to 

the fixed microscope. 

If distances are to be measured cumulatively as in 

linear analysis a special recording micrometer is almost 

essential. Stich instruments have a separate micrometer 

screw and scale for the measument of each component 

distance. Those recording micrometers, or integrating 

stages, are attachable to the top of the microscope stage. 

A type illustrated by Chariot and Mason (1958(c)) may 

be obtoinod with either four or six independent measuring 

spindles. 

In these methods the accuracy is restricted by the 
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precision of the mechanical parts to about ton microns. 

Dunbar (1934) extended this technique to measure objects 

down to less than lx.in size by using a mechanical stage 

with a very fine movement, the motion being measured in 

terms of the movement of a system of interference fringes. 

H o also adapted his microscope to measure depth t a 

similar degree of accuracy. 

1.15. Depth Measurement Methods  

If a microscope possesses a fine focusing adjustment 

which is graduated it may be used for measuring vortical 

distances. The distance between the top and bottom ,f an 

object (Dr between 'optical sections' at different 1@vels) 

can be read on thomicrometer screw. Tho value f the 

div!sions on the fine adjustment is either marked on the 

instrument or may be calibrated by using for example a 

method suggested by FranFn(1961(s)). This uses as a 

calibration reference an optically tested cover-glass of 

known thickness. Since for thismethod of measurment and 

calibration the refractive induces of the objects must 

be acJurately known, it has been criticised by Galbraith 

(1955) who recommends the use of -tiler methods wherever 

possible. Another criticism of this method is the lack 

of linearity of movement Hof most fine focus graduations. 

TWIa -twa be coProcted by calibrating the fine adjustment 

L., the time of use using an interferometer as described 

by England (1957). This is done simultaneously in the 
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microscope attachment described by Dunbar (1934). Robins 

(1952,1954) has described a method of measuring the 

thicknesses of fine particles in the range 3 - 761-kin 

which a quartz lens is brought into contact with the object 

slide. By measuring the distance from the contact point 

of the lens and slide, the thickness of the particle can be 

calculated with about 5% error using the sphereometer 

formula aad knowing the radius of the ions. 

Small differences.in height of opaque specimens can 

be measured by asing one of the many interference micro-

scopes designed for the purpose, as reviewed for example 

by Hale (1958) or Krug et al (1964). Those instruments 

are also applicable to thickness measurement on 

transparent speciments providing their optical path 

length compared with their surround does not exceed a 

few wavelengths, and that the various refractive 

indtces are known. a very precise method of measuring 

small differences in .height or thickness is the multiple 

beam technique due to Tolansky(1948 & 1960) where fringes 

are produced between the specimen and an optical flat. It 

id claimed that differences in surface height of as little 

gs 5 e can be measurodr 

1.16. CotintinFitlet 

These methods are applicable t. porticloo near the 

limit of resolution, as well as to ultra-microscopic 

particles. The number of particles n in a known. volume 
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V of a suspension of known concentration of particles C of 

known densitytis counted, to give the "average particle 

diameter" i5 , on the basis of either cubical or spherical 
particles. If the latter, .15 	CV/n t 

This method has been used mainly for particles near 

the limit of the optical microscope, which were assumed 

to be relatively uniform in size. Moctron microscopy has 

shown that these submicroscopical materials are in fact 

often far frail' uniform, and not properly represented by 

an average diameter D which takes, no account of this 

variation. 

Dark-field illumination  is commonly employed, becaase 

it gives better contrast, and because many morn and much 

finer particles are revealed then by transmitted light. 

Drinker and Hatch (1936) give striking illustrations of 

the taceased ciountsof dust samples with dark-field 

illumination. The dark field appears like the night sky, 

and may be produced by using either a dirk-field condenser 

generally of the cardioid or Cassegrain type or the 

ultramicroscope described by Seidentopf and Zsigmondy 

(1903). In order t. eliminate the effect of 
	

ownian 

movement, either spray counting. or photographic exposure 

using a xon:ni f1aah lamp, as described by Loveland (1952) 

must be used tr.) stops 'ho mtion. These liark field 

counting techniques can be used to size particles down to 

5 mrbut suffer from the disadvantage that extraneous dirt 
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particles cannot be distinguished from tho system unjor 

observation and that only ander exceptional c)nditions is 

Amy shape inf)rmation given. Their efficiency falls off if 

any coarse particles as well as the fine ones are present 

since those scatter largo amounts of light, thus lowering 

the contra9t and mdcing the finer particles difficult to 

detect 
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C MP TER 2. 

THE OPTIMISING OF WORKING CONDITIONS IN ROUTINE 

VISULL MICROSCOPY  

2.1. Introduction  

Of all tho methods of size determination described in 

Chapter 1 those in which measurement are made on the plane 

of the object lying perpendicular to the opties1 axis 

of the microscope, namely gaaticule methods (section 1.12.), 

sheared image methods (section 1.13.) and methods involvinr 

mechanical movement of the microscope or sta-e (section 

1.14.), are finally limited in their accuracy (systematic 

error) by the way in which the eye assesses the diffraction 

image of the edge of the object whose size is required. Of 

the other methods, the depth measuring  techniques described 

in section 1.15. are limited to sizin: particulate specimens 

above 3 y, in size, with the exception of the multiple beam 

technique which is best adapted to the ILeasurement of surface 

irregularities on an extended object, aid the count teohnique 

described in secti_n 1.16. is limited to cleterminin the 

average size of a large number of similar •_,bjects. Thus 

for general visual w -Irk with the microscope it is fair to 

say Eh-lt thr, 	u.ou.,-,acty of Fie si2j. nu  process is set 

by the correct assessment by the eye of the ceDmotricul 

position of the e:ige of the object whose size is required 

with respect to the diffraction imago of the edge given' 
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by the microscope. This applies both in the case of area 

or length determinations, an error in linear dimensions 

giving an error in area dimensions. Clearly information 

on the accuracy of the above-mentionee assessment is 

desirable. In particular the practical need is for the 

systematic errors for each sizing technique to be determined 

as a function of object diameter girl form using known objects 

and well defiri-iLl JpticoI conditions. The relt_tionships 

found could then b.:: used to calibrate future measurements 

under the same conditions of• similar objects of unknown 

diameter. Such an experimental programme would need to 

bo enormous to cover all the variations in object form, 

scale, refractive index and transmittance,togethor with 

varlations.in imaging, viewing and si2Lng techniques, and 

optical and visual conditions, i.e. all the possible 

variations in working conditions in routine visual 

microscopy. latch can be ggLned however by using •objects 

of simple form s.oh asspheros, cylinders,ebrips and discs, 

the properties of such forms often approxiwating to those 

of specimens which need to be sized in practiee. Further 

discussion on the choice and preparation of suitable test 

objects will be left until Chapter. 3, while the rest 

present chap4 or will 	devoted to the discussion of the 

othG2 	inv,AvodF 

2.2. Imago Presentation and Viewing Conditions  

The main purpose of this section will be to discuss 
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the relative merits of direct and projection microscopy. 

Many workers prefer projection methods although the 

Lmerican Socioty for Testing - iatterials (1951) only 

rocommond these for particles (boy° 2\kin size. Dunn (1930) 

and. Brown and Yant (1935) ore unanimous in suggostina that 

projection methods offer significant improvements. in 

sizing accuracy, the latter expressing their views as 

follows:- 

"Direct visual microscopic Ceterminction of particle 

size distribution and number concentration of atmospheric 

dust is time consuming and trying to the eyes. By using,  the 

wicroscope to project 'magus of the particle at high 

magnification on to a screen much of the eyostrain can be 

eliminated and particle size distrabution results obtained 

with loss effort and at a considerable saving in time. It 

also permits simultaneous observation of thoimagos by more 

than one person." 

From the abouo it can bo soon that preference for pr4ection 

viewing is obviously due to improved comfort and convenience 

Loveland (1952has omphasised the importanco of thoso 

factors in protracted moasurments, stressing their effect 

on both the observer and the results. 

Many micrscopists . howevel. fool that in projection 

micr:scopy much Jf the imago detail is lost as compared 

to direct mieromopy. Two reasons are suggested for this 

relatively pi.2 performance. of projection microscopes. 
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The first is the flatness of the image, there is an 

impression of s-olidity and reality to be obtained from 

the virtual image seen directly, even with a monocular 

instrument, which is lacking from a projected imago this 

is partly due to accomodation of the eye, projected back 

through the optical system of the microscope to view the 

object in different planes, and partly duo to the c 

use of the fine focus c ontrol. With a projection screen 

on the other hand, the eye cannot ace omodato back through 

the if ystom and although again the fine focus would be in 

use, it no longer gives the impression of moving back 

and forth in clepthi 3, it presents simply a changing:picture ; 

the surface of the screen is always present as m .object 

in .;.;he visual field and provides a flat 'reference plane 

from which visual impressions cannot be dissociated, whereas 

the virtual image soon by clirect viow/ris appears suspended 

in space with no reference surface other than the dark rim 

of the field stop. 

The problem of flatness in projection viewing can 

bo overcome by using tne 'Solid-Image ,  microscope of 

Gregory and Donaldson (1958) described in Chap ter 1, secti..n 

1.10. However the c)ntrast of the 'Solid -Image' is 

relatively poor due to the presence ,.of backfr•.und 

illumination from the other planes in the luminous block. 

The see )nd rens•on sur,!c-estecl. for po.)r performance of 

projection systems is the Grain of the projection screen. 
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This problem has already been mentioned in Chapter 1, 

section 1.9., but will now bo c ,nsidere1 in full detail. 

All scattering screens must have s )me g•rdi nine s s which 

has a structure at least an .order of magnitude greater in 

scale then the wavelength of light, or they would not scatter 

at all, but it might be supposed that it still could be small 

enough to be an-noticeable under normal working conditi ,ns . 

In fact all screens have a very clearly visible graininess 

showing up as a kind of sparkle under some c -41,1, it ions , which 

obscures the finer structure of the image; it is worse in 

back-projection than in opaque screens but still present 

with both. The obvious answer is to magnify the ink': go 

until the detail is much larger than the gra. n, but this 

canr.ot be done because it would severely reduce the 

luminance (brightness) of the projection screens, to a 

level far too low for c _ mfortable viewing. 

As has boon mentioned, the scale of the crainy appear-

ance is considerably larger than that of the actual groin 

in the material. This fact is illustrated in Fig. 2.a which 

shows part of a microphotometer trace across a ground glass 

screen obtal nod by using a scanning spot 104k square 

and illuminating and collecting beams of N.A. 0.006; the 

standard deviati_n of the fluctations in transmittance 

is 23% and it can be seen that the scale of the irregularities 

is such that detail several hundred microns across would be 

obscured although the glass was "smoothed" (i,o. ground 

with the finest grade of entry as the lest stage before 
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0 	• 

Fig. -2.1. Microphotometer, trace -- across fine 
ground-glass--screen. -Illurninat ing..and collecting 
apert-u.reotb,  C180,• scanni-ng spot 100 IA square. 
The horizontal line at the top corre4onds to 1 mug 
on the groAnd-glass screen: 

\\ 
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polishing ) anti the grain size of the emery was mly. about 

101,. The magnitude of the effect increases with 

degreasing numerical aperture Le.incroasing coherence of 

the illuminating and collecting beams, the values being 

chosen here to correspond approximately to conditions in 

projection microscopy. 

This difficulty of graininess with small numerical 

aperture of the illuminatiAg beam is found with all kinds 

of screens to a greater or less extent and it is probably 

unavoidable. A screen must have irregularities several. 

microns in size if it is to scatter at all and these must 

be arranged in a random manner so that the screen does not 

simply become a two-dimensional diffraction grating; it is 

presumably the linear scale of 'oho rand :m variations In tile 

screen structure which gives rise to the soon gsaininesss  

just as the graininess in a photographic emulsion corresponds 

not to individual grains of silver but to variations in 

grain density and clumping. 

Perhaps tho most striking example of this phenomenon 

is the so-called 'laser sparkle' produced when a scattering 

screen is illuminated with a laser-beam. The scale of this 

'sparkle/ or graihy appearance is again many times greater 

than that 1f the actual grain in the material of the screen 

itself, and is a result 	the high degree of coherence 

and small divergence angle of the laser beam. 
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It can be seen therefore that in order that projection 

viewing should have a usefulness at least equal to that 

of direct viewing, this difficulty of oiain must be 

circumvented and a giainloas screen for projection 

microscopy produced. The development and c :.)ns tr ue t ion 

of such a grainless screen will. bo dealt with In Chf:ptor 5. 
2.3.  Sizing Techniques 

If the image of an opaque extended object (Fia.2.2.(a)) 

were formed according to the laws of geometrical optics 

then its boundary would be sharply defined (Fig.2.2.(b)) 

and unambiguous measurement of the object dimensions 

wolld be possIble. Diffraction however causes the edge of 

the primary microscopic image to display a gradation of 

light intensity whose exact form depends upontb,e nature of 

the object and the optical parameters of the mic.00seope 

(Fir .2.2. (0)). In general, no simple relationship exists 

between the geometrical image of the o&..e mid this intensity 

gradient. 	such an image is observed visually using fr 

example, an eyepiece, the distribution of subjective bri;fht-

ness seen (Fig.2.2. (d)) differs again from the intensity 

distribution in the imago due to the non-linear response 

of the eye to light flux and the Mach effect associated 

with the changing luminance gradi ants in the image. If the 

observer attempts to assess the size of the object, the 

accuracy of the ivisualsize of the -object so obtained will 

depend, upon how nearly the position selected by the observer 



Fig.2..2. Microscope images: (a) the object; (b) light 
intensity across the line In (a) neglecting diffraction'. 
effects;. (c). the effeat..of diffraction; (d) visual, , image 
showing Mach bands. 

(a.) 
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as representing the edge of the image corresponds to the 

geometrical image of the edge. In this section it is 

proposed to discuss, how the position finally chosen by 

the observer is influenced by the sizinE technique in use • 

the effect of the actual form of the diffraction image, and 

the physiological properties of the observers visual system 

(i.e. the optical atd visual factors) being left to the 

next section. 

Two sizing techniques will be discussed. The first is 

a graticule method, homely the filar micrometer with moving 

crosswire, and the second is a sheared image method, that 

developed by Dyson (1960(a), 1961,). In the first method 

the observer makes his meosarment by settingthe cross-wire 

on opposite edges of the image. Accordin: to Chorman(1961, 

1963(a) and 1963(b)) the most convenient and reproducible 

Settinoof thecross-wire for the visual ed.,e in making 

measumments is that point where the subjective brightness 

of the image just differs from that of the surrounding field; 

and it appears that this edge criterioh, though seldom 

explicitly formulated, is widely used in practice. Using 

this criterion Charman (1961, 1963(a) & (b).) has nand that 

in general the visual size dxceeds the true size of an object 

by an amount which for direct microscopy is of the order of 

half the resolution limit of the microscope objective 

etployed, the exact value depending upon the optical and 

visual conditions. This difference is the systematic error 
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of this method. If one examines Charman!s results one sees 

that the probable random error in a sinFle meosurment of the 

visual size of an object is of the order of one quarter 

of the resolution limit of the microscope. This random 

error is the setting error of this method. 

In the a000nd method the measurement is and.° by tho 

observer setting alternate edges of one of the two sheared 

images on opposite edges of the other. The criterion for 

each 'edge to edge setting is that the two images should 

overlap, such that the subjective brightness at the point 

of overlap should be equal to the subjective brightness 

at the centre of each of the two images..Usinc this 

criterion Dyson (1960(a),1961) has shown theoretically 

that no systematic error arises in the measurement of the 

width of a broad, incoherently illuminated, straight edged 

opaque strip, of negligible thickness, the setting error 

being better than one tenth of the resolution limit of 

the objective. H o points out that where the illumination 

is partially coherent or where other types Dr sizes :if 

object are measured, or if the object is of finite thickness 

as is always the case in practice, systematic sizing errors 

not greater than the resolution limit must be expected, 

although the'setting precision remains high. Dyson has 

confirmed the value of the setting error by experiment. 

The important advantages of the sheared image 

technique over the cross-wire method are as follows; the 
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estimated position of the edge is not obscured by diffraction 

effects caused by the filament of the eye-piece, relative 

movement of the object and eyepiece does not interfere with 

the edge to edge setting of the image since they move 

together, and according to Say for (1965) only no setting 

is enough to determine a diameter. H o claims that whop 

using the mercury spectral line, the zero position of the 

eyepiece can be determined with groat precision from the 

interferanoe fringes that cross the field at zero . 

displacement, the eyepiece becoming a sort of Mach-Zehnder 

interferometer. 

The setting precis= of Dyson's eyepiece has been shown 

to be more nen douhle that :f the cross-wire tnd to ether 

with all the other advantages mentioned seems to be the 

superior instrument. However, since era of the objects 3f 

this thesis is to cmpare results obtains.] by drect and 

projection meth oz's, all that is needed is a consistent meth.rl. 

throughout, and for reasons of instrumental cinvenienco the 

crosswire method was chosen and will be described in Chapter 

6, toEether with all the other optical details of the direct 

and projection mioroscope systems. 

2.4. Optical aid Visual Factors  

In sizing microscopic objects the optical factors 

are those which effect the form of the diffraction image of 

the object, and the visual factors those which affect the 

observer's assessment of that diffraction image. Optical 
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factors will be considered first. 

The physical light intensity distribution in the image 

produced by a microscope objective depends on (a) the 

illuminating coneAttons (b) the object and (c) the objective. 

(a) The parameters which define theilluminatina-  conditions 

are the spectral c -Auposition of the light used and its 

coherence, this depending in effect upon the size of the 

source user and upon the numerical aperture of the cindenser. 

Hopkins and Barham (1950) have shown that providing tho 

back aperture of the condenser is evenly illuminated and that 

the numerical apertures of the condenser and objective have 

the same values in both discs, the images formed an, :er K44hli?r 

or critical illumination aro identical. This assumes of 

course that the object is uniformly illuminated in both cases. 

While this is always so fol. Kl3hlor illumination it is only 

true for critical illumination when the source is broad and 

of uniform brightness. 

(b) The refractive indtcos and absorptions of the object 

and its surround as well as the three dimensional geometry 

of the object affect the intensity distribution in the 

imago. 

(c) The numerical aperture of the objective contrils the 

form of the image, the focal length only affecting its 

lateral dimensions. Any aberrations present in the objective 

or defects of focus will manifest themselves by causing a 

change in the distribution of light in the imago. 
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Charman (iy63(b)) has &own that stoppinz down the 

condenser ap,a•sture below that of the objective tends to 

reduce the visual size of thin transparent objects in an 

opaque surr)und and increase it for opaque ones. His 

results found experimentally show that a modest reduction in 

condenser aperture, to a value abut ‘).8 that of the 

objective, yields visual sizes which do not differ signific-

antly from those found in full-cone illumination end 'is 

be recommended as improving the subjective contrast and sharp-

ness in the image. This corresponds closely to the usual 

micrscopist's rule that for visual w)rk the best results 

are obtained when the con'enser is stoppeC clown until about 

2/3  of the cirer" of the back aperture of the . ,bjective is 

filled with light. 

Charman has also confirmed exporimeatally the obvious 

prediction that when the objects have finite thickness the 

correction factors found with thin objects will no lonLor 

bo applicable. 

Charman's criterion for visual siz ink, described in the 

proe0:7inr section, depends upon the luminance diserimination 

of the eye. Therefore in considering the effect of 

the visual factors in size measurement, it is first necessary 

to see how-these visual factors affeCt the observer's 

luminance discrimination. 

The variation of the ratio of the just perceptible 

luminantedifferenee 5:13 of a small test field to the luminance 
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of its surround B with B is shown in Fig.2.3. taken from Walsh 

(19531p.62. ). The significant feature is that the Fochnor 

Practian 	remains constant down ta certain luminance 

level below which it rises rapidly. It may therefore be 

expected that the same visual edge criterion under otherwise 

constant conditions is likely t: ;five constant visual sizing 

results at values of field lutinance above this certain level 

but that the visual size given will depend critically upon 

the exact value of the field luminance at lower luminance 

levels. 

The value of the FeChnor fraction also rises when the 

size of the test-patch is decreased. H unt(1953) showed 

that the Fechner fraction tends down to a existent value 

providing the size .f the tent field is large on)ugh, 

so that it may be anticipated that there will be a tendency 

towards a constant visual size, assuming that cenOitiens are 

kept cAestant, .if the angular subtenso of the image is made 

large eneugh. 

Cherman(1963(a)) has cenfirmed experimentally 	el-Jove 

two trends and has shorn that for sizing both circular holes 

end opaque discs by direct microscopy, a magnification of 

at least 1500 X the numerical aperture of the objedtive and 

a retinal illumination of at least that corresponding to 

a comfortably bright imago field is necessary before 

consistent visual s_zing results are given with green light. 

The necessary magnification is expected to vary inversely 

with the illuminating wavelength. 
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Charman also investigated the effect of the state -If 

adaptation of the eye and showed that it was preferable 

for the observer to wirk in well-lit external c,nditiens so 

that his eyes romaine light adapted, this giving mJro 

respreducible results and reducing the fatigue inv)lved in 

making mcEiarmentz. 

A complicating factor when attempting to cmlyirc the 

luminance of the image with the subjective brightness 

distribution seen, is the occurrence of the Mach effect. 

when two uniform fields ,f differing luminance separated by 

a graded field are observed. This effect, which has been 

investigated by various authors (see, for example, the review 

by Fiorentini (1961) in connection with the Visual perception 

of contours) consists essentially of the saAective nercoptian 

of a bright bard between the brighter luminsaco field and 

the graded field and a clerk bend between the lower luminance 

field and the graded field. Further bands mw also 

bo seen. f typical example 	the difference in form 

between the subjective brightness and luminance distributions 

is shown in Figs.2.2. (c) and (d) for the image of en opaque 

object, although the exact brightness (listribution seen 

varies considerably with Afferent observers and viewing 

conditions. 

The potential importance of the Mach effect in the 

particular case of visual microscopy is easily understood. 

Diffraction and aberration cause sherp edges of areas of 

different but uniform transmittances to be imaged as zones 
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of finite width with varying luminance between areas of, 

different but uniform luminance; the precise distributt)ns 

of luminaace in these zones of the imrgo depen1 upon the 

optical conditions in each cuse. These luminance 

distributions resemble that shown in Fig.2.2.(c). When 

suehadistribution, is viewed with, for example, en eyepiece 

the perceived distribution of subjective brightness will not 

correspond in any simple way t.J the luminance _distribution. 

In general the Much effect results in a subjective sharpening 

of the edge gradients (see Pigs.2.2.(c) and (d)); bright and 

dark bands may be seen if the luminance gradients across the 

edge change rapidly enough. From the point of view of the 

micr,scpiet, such subjective enhancement of the edge 

sharpness may be beneficial; it may aid the detection and 

recognition of detail in the image. It will moreover, 

improve the precision (random error), though not the 

accuracy (systematic error) of measumentd of object size 

made with the microscpe. 

Recent investigations into the Mach effect include those 

of Bekesy (1960), Lowry and DoPalma(1961), Fry (1963), 

Ratliff, Hartlino and Miller (1963) and -idrimont (1963), 

while observations into its effect on microscope images 

in direct microscopy have been made by Smith (1960) Churman 

(1961) Watrasiewicz (1963,1965(a) and 1966) and Sharman end 

Watrastbwicz (1964). 

The effect of some. of the above mentioned optical and 

visual factors on size determination by direct and projection 
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plicmseopy will be considered experimonta:Ily in.. Chef) tors 7 

and B. Therefore it is first necessary in the .text chapter 

to describe the ?reparation of suitable test Objec ts for this 

purpose. 
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CHAPTER 3. 

TEST OBJECT PREPARATION  

3.1. Intra..luction 

From the preceding chepter it is clear that the first 

requirement in any investigation inte the factors affecting 

size determination is for objects of known size 	shppe 

to be available as standard test objects. These should be 

of as simple a form as possible, that is they should be thin 

sharp-edged and of uniform transmission across their area. 

The most useful type of object is one where either the 

object itself or its surround is completely opaque. 

If experimental results are to b o compared with the 

prenicitions of diffraction theory, then the test objects 

must have forms corresponding to those for which approximate 

theoretical results ore readily available (for example see 

Frangon (1961(b) p.33 et seq.), that is they should either 

have straight odgs or be circular in sbepe. objects with 

straight edget provide difficulties because the form oftheir 

image may also depend upon the polarisation of the 

illuminating light. Circular objects 1.1wever are•free from 

these diffuclties since they hove circular symmetry. Es 

further advantage is that the production of Tiraular apertures 

in an opaque film and opaque circular discs have boon exten-

sively investigated by Slater (1958, 1960) and Charman(1961, 

1962) respectively. Since many of the specimen& which have 
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to be sized in practice appear dark in a bright field (in 

particular this being the case with samples of c:ust extractea 

from mine air, of which the National Coal Board counts aid 

sizes many thousands, the present work having been ainnected 

with this Programme, it was felt that opaque discs would 

prove the more useful type of teat object, and they wore 

therefore chosen for this investigation. 

As prepared, the opaque discs have the some, radii as 

a series' of mono-disperse polystyrene spheresotanufactured 

by the Drw Chemical Company which have already found wide, 

use as sub-standards in electron microscopy. Dowts prepared 

this range of spheres by a carefully contrAled emulsion 

polymerisation technique, and a statistical analysis of 

each batch of latex has been made by Bradfird and Vanderhoff 

(1955) using an electron microscope. The diameters of the 

batches of spheres as determined from their moasurmonts, are 

given in Table 3 (1). s is the standard deviation frm the 

mean 7 of n measurements. 

The two starred sizes mre more recent additions to 

the range and do not appear in the original paper. 

By courtesy of the Dow Chemical Cmpanyj  25m1 

samples of the above latexes wore obtained qa ,.1 from these 

opaque disc test objects wore prepared by the moth.` to be 

described. 

3.2. The production of Opaque Discs of Known Diameters  

The technique used to produce disc test objects from 
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Table 3 (i) The diameters of the polystyrene spheres  

used in test-object preparation.  

A 

	

rt ° 	s e 	n 

	

880 	80 	1164  

	

1380 	62 	526 

	

1880 	76 	1065 

	

2640 	bo 	577 

	

3400 	52 	415 

	

3650 	79 	438 

	

5120 	74 	359 

	

5570 	108 	373 

	

8140 	105 	357 

	

11720 	133 	315 

	

if 18300 	180 

	

A 27900 	1500 	) Not Knarn 
) 
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spheres of known diameter has boon fully described by Chrrman 

(1961, 1962). 

The procedure is e development of the technique of 

Slater (1958,1960) who produced aperture test objects 

from the same spheres, by distributing them on a clean 

mior:looDpe alVa, and shadowing them at rirmal inoidenoo 

with evaporated aluminium, circular hies being given on 

removal of the spheres. Slater found duringeleotron micro-

scope studies of the resultant apertures that their diameter 

was equal to that of the spheres to within 1.5%. 

Slater's meth:A. was itself a devel - qpment of the 

technique of Hamilton and Phelps (1956), who shed - med .  

(lust particles with evap:.rated aluminium at n-)rmal 

incidence to produce, on removal of the particles, trans-

parent apertures in an opaque film having the same p?ofile 

as the „Aliginal objects. 

Ohnman's method may be summarized as f flows. t 

few drops )f a dilute suspension of spheres (about 106  foe) 

of the required diameter are spread on a clean microsc.)pe 

slide and allowed to dry. L. film of rock salt followed 

by an opaque layer pf silver is then evaporated at normal 

incidence onto the slide at a pressure of about 5 x 10-5mm 

of mercury. The slide is then gently slid into distilled 

water, whore the rock sat layer dissolves, so that with 

care, the silver film containing apertures which are 

accurate projections of the spheres floats off in one piece 
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and can be caught on la second clean microscJpe slide. The 

silver'film is allowed to dry and any spheres that have not 

already been removed during the 21)ating off process are 

gently brushed or blown off, their removal being chocked 

with a dry 4 mm microscope objective. A few scratches 

made in the film at this stage facilitate later focussing 

on the plane of the cline. 1-, second opaque lay er of silver 

is next evaporated on top of the first film, this new layer 

adhering strongly to the glass where apertures or scratches 

exist in the first film. The latter adheres weakly to the 

slide since 11 was floter:',. on. Thas when a gentle current 

of distilled water is allowed t) fall , on the slide, the 

first silver layer cones away easily, taking with it all 

the second film except f)r those parts which adhere directly 

to the glass. ,,.ccarate discs are therefore obtained with 

additional streaks of silver for focussing purposes. 

The various stages in Charman's process 	cisc 

preporatien are shown diagrammatically in Fig.3.1. while 

Fig.3.2., shows a typical field .)1* 1.171k discs, taken 

with a 1.28 N.A. objective. The high quality of the discs 

is apparent. Photoelctric scans of the intensity profiles 

of the (liseal images show a standard deviation in half-

width that IS no larger than the standard deviation from the 

mean diameter of the original spheres. although no electron 

microscope investigation] have been made, it is pr)bablo that 

the quality of the discs approaches that found by Slater f:r 

his apertures. 



(a) (b) 	' 

(c) (d) 

(f) 	 • (c) 

Fig. 3.1. Making opaque discs: (a) polystyrene sphere on 

microscope slide, (b) rock salt evaporated on, (c) silver 

evaporated on, (d) silver removed by dissolving rock salt 

in water and settled on fresh slide, (e) more silver 

evaporated on, (f) first silver layer washed off leaving 

opaque silver discs equal in diameter to original spheres. 



Fig.. 

1.17 diameter disco. 
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It is clear from Fig.3.1. (c) that, if the )riginal 

spheres are to be correctly profiled, then the combined 

thicknesses of the rock salt and silver lavers must be 

less than the radius of the spheres. Monit:Ping 'of the 

rock salt thickness is a little difficult, since its 

refractive index (1.544) closely matches that of glass. 

The first silver layer must have a thickness which is equal 

to or greater than that of the second layer so that if the 

latter is to be made opaque, the first layer mustbo at 

least 800 if thick.. Therefore for correct profiling 

and accurate disc production the minimum possible 

diameter of the discs that can be prepared will depend on 

the thickness of the unmonitored rock salt layer. 

Since in practice, a finite source-substrate (1,1stance 

and source size are used daring the initial evaporL,ti-,na, 

the tr4nsparent apertures produced in the first silver film 

are not perfectly sharp-edged but are surrounded by a ! 

penumbra. 

In Oberman's initial experiments, the films wore 

prepared in an Edwards 12 E coating unit, the source 

substrate distance being about 30 cm. The s)urco was res-

triotod to a disc of approximately 6 mm diameter by suitable 

shaping of thamokrbdammboats from which the evaporations 

were made, so that the calculated width ...)f the penumbra . 

round the sphere profiles in the first silver 
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film was about 2% of the sphere radius. When the sec3nd 

silver evaporation was made through these apertures the 

diameter of the disc that was in contact with the slide 

was therefore approximately 1% smaller than that of the 

original sphere. Since this is of the same order of 

magnitude as the standard deviation in the diameters of the 

spheres themselves, this effect was not serious. There is 

moreover some evidence for believing that the first film 

may fracture half-way through the ponumbrated area, with 

a corresponding decrease in the error in disc size. In 

this connection it may bo noted that providing the floated-

off silver film lies in good contact with the second slide, 

there appears to bo no raggedness at the edge 3f the discs 

that would indicate irregular tearing of either of the films 

in spite of the comparatively rough treatment they receive. 

Charman using the above mentioned source substrate distance 

succeeded in producing discs down to a diameter of 0.557 

The author using Charman's method and a source-substrate 

distance increased to about 45 cm (thereby decreasing the 

penum"ora effect by a factor of about two-thirds), succooddd 

in producingdiscs down to a diameter )f 0.264V.. The reason 

for this probably was that with the larger source-substrate 

distance and assuming the same anoant of rock salt evapor-

ated-in each case, the unmonitorod rpck salt layer was 

reduced by a factor of somewhere between a third aldak-half 

this reduction resulting in the lowering of the minimum 

gr. 
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possible disc diameter as discussed above. 

For most purposes the fact that the objects are 

short cylinders rather than discs is not of great importance. 

Their thickness (about o. 08t) is still less than the depth 

of focus of the highest aperture microscope objectives, a 

fact which makes them easier to use as test objects than 

objects of greater thickness where the plane of focus is 

harder to define. H owever these test objects certainly. 

cannot be considered as negligibly thin and this fact will 

be borne in mind when considering their diffraction images 

in Chapter 4. 

3.3. The Mounting of Test ,abject Slides  

Before test objects can be viewed (usually with an 

oil immersion objective of N.L. about 1.3. for maximum 

resolution) a cover glass has to be mounted over them -An tte 

slide. It is obvious that there will be many advantages in 

using a mount ing modim ari not dry-amounting ( a) the resolution 

will ho increased, since the full numerical gperture of. 

the objective can bo used, whereas with a dry slide the 

maximum effective N.A. Is 1.0; (b) the depth of focus will 

be greater when using an immersion medium for the same N.A. 

for tho focal range gl is given by the expression 

Ci = - t 	)L  --   3 ( I) 
8n sir?* '111 

whore 'kis the wavelength of the light, U is the semi-angle 

of the c --..no of light collected by the objective aid n is the 
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refractive index of the immersion medium ; equation 3 (i) 
being based on Rayleigh's limit oft/4 for the maximum 

mutual path difference tolerable at the image; (c) the 

luminance of the image till be increased according to the 

square of the N.A., a gain which will be of importance in 

projection work; (d) the air path in the dry slide introduces 

positive or under-corrected spherical aberration, which gives 

a less well-defined image; (o) the air-glass surfaces .at tba 

cover-glass and slide contribute by multiple reflections 

at very oblique angles to scattered light in tho image, 

thus reducing the contrast. In addition to these optical 

advantages there is the practical advantage that a suitable 

mounting medium would provide an absolutely permanent slide. 

Tho only possible disadvantage in using a mounting medium is 

that transparent objects will be made almost invisible. 

Although this fact does not affect the present investigation 

it will be dealt with a little later on. 

In the present investigation as only opaque test objects 

will be used it is necessary to find a suitable mounting 

medium whose refractive index is the same as that of the 

glass in the system and also the immersion oil used i.e. 

about 1.5. The obvious choice is Canada Balsam since it has 

a refractive index of 1.52. and is used in cementing optical 

components. All the best object slides were therefore 

mounted with Canada Balsam, thereby obtaining all the above 

mentioned improvements in image contrast and detail. 
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Turning now to the problem of transparent objects, 

that have a refractive index of the same order as that of 

glass i. e. about 1.5., as mentioned ahove they would be 

made almost invisible if a mounting medium such as Canada 

Balsam was used. It is therefore necessary to find a mounting 

medium of rather hightor refractive index, say about 1.65 so 

that the transparent particles would show up; aid so that 

there would be no loss of numerical aperture in the oil 

immersion objective. At the same time the refractive should 

not be too high because this wTuld introduce sphoricul 

aberration. Leifer, Spencer nad Welford (1961) have 'used 

an Aroclor resin for the above mentioned pirpose in 

connection with sizing Goal and stone dust particles for 

the National Coal Board, the coal being opaque and the stone 

which is mainly silica being transparent, with a refractive 

index of 1.54. The medium they used was suggested by 

Dr.- E. Bovey of the British Scientific Instrument Research 

Association and was Aroclor 4465 an epoxy resin made by 

Monsanto Chemicals Ltd. This is a clear resin of refractive 

inde7 about 1.68. Using Aroclor it was foand as expected 

that compared with air mounting the depth of focus was 

increased, the field of view was brighter, there was an 

appreciable gain in crispness and brilliance, and the trans-

parent stone particles could still be quite clearly dis-

tinguished, All these facts aro well illustrated in 

Figs.3.3. and 3.4 which show coal and stone dust particles 



I 

• 

4 

• 

Ftig.3.3. Coal dust particles mounted (a) in air and (b) in Aroclor 



4 I 
• 

(a) 

50 tk. 

Mg.5.4. Stone dust osrticles mounted (a) in air and (b) in Aroclor 
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rospecbturely,mounted in air and Aroclor, the photographs 

having been taken by the author with a 1.3. N.A. objective. 

It must be admitted however, that it has.. not been possible 

to reproduce completely in the photographs the remarkable 

gain in clarity seen through the microsc:loo, .although the 

advantages of the moanting medium aro quite clearly visible. 

At this point it should be noted that the conclusions 

of Spinnel and Loveland (1960) regarding the importance of 

correct cover-glass thickness in reducing spherical 

aberration in the images of the mounted objects, were borne 

in mind. 

Returning now to the opaque disc test objects mounted 

in Canada Balsam, it is obvious that before they can bo 

used in the investigation into sizing by direct Gad projectial 

methods, a knowledge of their diffraction images is necessary. 

Those will now be considered in the next Chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4.  

THE DIFFRACTION IMAGES OF OPAQUE DISCS  

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter it is proposed to describe experiments 

to determine the forms of Ur diffraction images of the opaque 

discs, whose preparation and mounting were described in the 

previous chapter, given by a microscope objective of high 

numerical aperture (NA = 1.28). The di ameters of the opaque 

discs were 0.264, 0.365, 0.511, 0.814 and 1.1711-k., and they 

were of the order of 0.08 :.thick. The apparatus used for 

the determination was the photoelectric micrometer micrescopc2 

of Charman (1963 (0). However before considering those 

experimental results, it is first necessary to consider the 

theoretical results available for the opaque disc typo of 

object. 

4. 2 . Theoretical Results.  

All the theoretical investigations that hove been made 

so for concerning opaque discs helm been only for those 

heaving negligible thickness. The c al culations involved are 

extremely laborious and the theory as applied is small angl 

diffraction theory, this only being strictly applicable, 

where the angles of diffraction do not exceed 0.i.radians 

the physical theory alio being simplified by the assumption 

that the light disturbance can be represented by a single 
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scalar variable. Since in high-resolution microscopy the 

objective mad consonser may take in cones of light of semi-1  

angles greater than 1T/3 radians, the theoretical results 

so far produced can only be regarded as being of limited 

usefulness. However it does appear that there is approximate 

qualitative agreement between scalar theory and the results 

obtained with high-aperture systems. 

The distribution of light intensity in the image of a 

sL ngle uniform opaque c ircularpLrt is to in a uniform 

transmitting surround when the object is illuminated by a 

narrow cone of axial illumination has boon extensively 

investigated by Osterberg and Pride (1950). Tho theory 

as applied is the scalar diffraction theory mentioned nbove 

the objective being taken as having uniform transmission 

aozoss its pupil. 

Weinstein (1955) has calculated the light flux distrib-

ution in the images of incoherently illuminated circular 

opaque discs. Comp3otely incoherent illumination rarely 

oxists in microscopy however, so the results are of limited 

usefulness. 

Osterberg art'. Smith (1960) have extendal scalar 

diffraction theory to cover the case of their disc-shaped 

particles in a uniform surromd, their solution holding for 

equal condenser and objective numerical apertures, although 

the diffraction integrals are stated for any value of 

condenser aperture. Smith (1960) in a following paper has 
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computed the energy densities for various typos of disc-

shcpod particle using those results. 

The results of Smith's colculations for opaque discs 

are shov,m in Fig. 4.1. The light flux in the imago is 

normalised in tering of the flax transmitted by the trans-

parent surround. The image dimensions arc given in terms 

of 'Airy units', those being a dimensionless rue -.sure of 

object or image size defined as follows: lot h bo a dimension 

in the object plane, then the same dimension in Airy units 

is denoted by L where 

(N.A.) 	-N  
0. 61 X 

X being the wavelength of the illuminating light in vacuo, 

and N.A. obviously the numerical aperture of the objective. 

The quint it le s end A must be mo s urea in the same units, 

then L. will be dimensionless. Imago dimensions can clearly 

be specified in exactly the same way using the quantities 

appropriate to the imago space. Ono Airy unit is the radius 

of the first dark ring of the Airy diffraction pattern, this 

of c:arse being the usually accepted vcluo for the resoluti.li 

limit of an objective. The results plotted in Fig. 4,1. are 

for opaque discs having diameters 0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6, 2.0, 

2.4, 2.8, aid 4L0  Airy units. The interesting features of 

the curves are the comparatively regular iThrm of the image 

intensity Cistributions under those conditions and the way 

in which the intensity at the geometrical images of the edges 



  

  

  

L 

 

   

Fig. 4.1. Diffraction images of opaque discs as 

calculated by Smith. The short vertical line on 

each curve indicates the radius of the corresponding 

geometrical image. 
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of the particles, indicated in the figure by the short 

vertical lines, varies with the particle size. 

Slansky (1960) has computed the diffraction images of 

opaque discs having diamtra 1.04, 2.09, and 3.13 Airy units 

for different condenser apertures, his calculations 

corresponding almost exactly to thoseof Smith. 

The effect of the condenser aperture on the image of an 

opaque disc is illustrated in Fig.4.2. taken from Francon 

(1961 (c) p.41). As before the intensity is normalized in 

terms )f that obtainec:', with the surround alone, and the 

diameter of the disc is approximately 0.6 iiiry units. The 

three curves shown €,. re for t- 

(1) iocial coherent illumination, where the condenser 

aperture approaches zero. 

(2) partially coherent illumination, where the numerical 

apertures of the condenser and objective are equal. 

(3) Incoherent illumination corresponding to a condenser of 

infinitely large numerical aperture. 

The geometrical width of the imaged disc is shown in 

the figure by the distance inchtiod between the two small 

vertical lines above the curves, and the significant 

feature of these curves is their differing position with 

respect to this true geometrical image of the edge of the 

particle. It can also bo soon that there is no one point 

common to all the curves that can bo related to the true edema 

position. Thus it is clear that the deEroo of coherence of 



0-6 

0-5 

04 

- Fig. 4.2. Image of a small black disc in relation to the, aperture 

of the condenser (after Francon): (1) coherent illumination; 

(2) partially coherent illumination; (3) incoherent illumination. 
Co;6: Airy -- units) 

The geometrical width of the imaged black discAis shown by the distance 

• included between the two small vertical lines above the curves. 
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the illumination will affect any sizing process conducted 

with the microscope, the coherence given with an extended 

source generally being spec ifiod in terms of the ratio, 

the numerical aperture of the condenser to that of the 

objective, this being the 1 81  value of Hopkins and Barham. 

4.3 	Experiment al Results  

Investigations into the forms Df the diffraction images 

of opaque di scs given by a microscope objective under 

different opticalconditions have been carried out by Charmai 

(1961,1963(c) and 1963(d)). The apparatus he used for this 

purpose is shown schematically in Fig. 4.3. taken from Charrarn 

(1963 (c) p.411). Light from a tungsten ribbon filament 

lamp enters a modified Wadsworth monochromator whose exit 

slit is imaged in the plane of the object by an achromatic 

oil immersion type microscope condenser. The geometry of 

the apparatus is such that the full aperture of the e -ondenser 

is evenly filled with light under these condit ions. The 

object is thus illuminated by monochromatic light of variable 

wavelength, the aperture of the illuminating cone being 

adjusted by the usual iris diaphragm placed in approximately 

the back focal plane of the c Jnd ens e r . This my stem is 

effectively equivalent to critical illumination with the 

uniformly illuminated entrance slit of the monochromator 

as the source. The optical parameters of the apparatus aro 

such that the width of the imago of this a. it in the plane 

of the object is fairly large (15 \k) compared with the 



IIRATICULE 

RALISDEN EYEPIECE 

1:11C110SCOPE OBJECTIVE 

ACHROMATIC CONDENSER 

RIBBON FILAMENT LAMP 

PHOTOMULTIPLIER 

SIX MICRON PINHOLE 

REMOVABLE MIRROR 

SCANNING BLOCKS. 

OBJECT SLIDE 

MODIFIED Y/ADSWORTH 
MONOCHROMATOR 

• Fig. 4.3. Optical layout of ChgrMan. Is photoelectric micrometer 

microscope. 
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diameters of tho test objects in use, while the illumination 

is constant to within 	1.0% over the central 10iAof 

the slit image. Since the entrance pupil of the condenser 

is also evenly filled with light, tho images given are 

identical to those obtaine with 16hler illumination. 

The distribution of light in the primary image formed by 

the microscope objective is found by scanning it across a 

small pinhole (6rin diameter) placed in the imaging plane, 

the output of the plaotomultiplior being proportional to the 

light flux passing through the pinhole, The scanning 

movement is produced by rotating either of the two 1 cm thick, 

parallel sided glass scanning blocks about a perpoire.icular 

to the optical axis, the axes of rotation of the two blacks 

being at right angles to one another. The rotation is con-

trolled through a system of levers by micrometers, a the 

inch traverse of ono of tho micrometer heads producing an 

imago movement equivalent tD about 8v,in the object space 

with the high- resolution objective used in the experiments, 

so that image movements of 0.04 \J, could easily be obtained 

under those conditions. Tho removable mirror, located on a 

kinematic mount, allows the imago to be observed visually 

the planes of the pinholo aid eyepiece being parfocal. 

The high-resolution imaging objective was a Bock 1.8 nun 

apochromat having an N. A. of 1.28 and a primary magnif is at Ian 

of 96X. Its quality was as se s od by the artificial-star and 

Twyman-Green interferometer tests, which showed that in tho 
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green rogion of the spectrum and at its i)ptimura tubolongth 

the axial corrocti:n of the jbjoctive was nearly perfect. 

In determining the form of the diffraction image .of a 

particular disc, the image was first focussed and centred 

approximately using the viewing eyepiece. On removing the 

viowins mirrors  tho image foil on tho photomultiplior pin-

hDlo and could be accurately centred using the two scanning 

blocks: 	diameter of the image was then moved in steps of 

0.04 \Aac ros s the pinhole, tho output of the photomult ipl Jew 

as registered by a sensitivemicroamm3tEtr being recorded at 

each point. Those signals were then expressed es percentas 

transmittances by comparison with the signal given when the 

object field was completely transparent. The transmittance 

profile 	the imago could thus be plotted. Dimensions in 

the image plane wore determined by the use of Stage micro-

meters several of which were used to give a calibration 

accurate to 	0.5%. 

The transmittance profiles of the images of opaque 

discs of 1.171v,(4.64 Airy Units) diameter were at c.sured 

with the N.,11'. of the objective at 1.28 and th)wavelength 

and bandwidth of the light at 0. 53 cn d 0.01 \A‘ re s poet iv el y. 

The ratio (s) of the N.L. of the condenser t-.-) that of the 

objective was altered by means of the condenser iris, the 

numerical apertures being measured with the specially des iLna: 

apert .:.meter of Spencer aid Wolf ord (1961). Charraan was 

therefore able to determine experimentally the influence 

of the condenser aperture on the image of an opaque disc, 
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thus confirming qualitatively the changes between curves (1) 

end (2) in Fig. 4.2. which show the theoretical. transmission 

profiles of the • image of a 0.6 Airy units di eter opaque 

disc for 3 vet ues of 0 and 1.0 respectively. 

Charman also determined the image transmittance profiles 

of a series of opaque discs with the c:)/T2enser erd objective 

N.A. Is both equal to 1.28, the wavelength and bandwidth of 

the light be 	0.53. aS X=0.01 Vt. In his initial 

experiments Charman (1961) determined theso profiles for 

discs down to a diameter of 0.557v. The author continuing 

Charmen's experiments was able to determine 1r of 	for 

discs down to a diameter of 0.2641. The complete size 

range for the author's experiments being 0.264, 0.365, 

0.511, 0.814 aid 1.171 t.k. corresponding to 1. 051.45,2 .043.22 arr3. 

4.64 Airy units respectively for the above mentioned optic t1 

coedit ions. Thus us i rig  °harmony s appar at as i d proc ed ur e 

as described and under the same optical conditions just 

previously referred to, eight measurements were made on 

different opaque discs in each size gr:pup, Table 4 (1) 

summarizing the results found. 	is the moan control 
transmittance and t is the width at half the central 
transmittance (image half-width), their standard deviations 

being 8' and 8" respectively. X and S are the un an and 

standard deviation •of the diameters of the spheres from 

which the test objects wore produced, correspondinF to 

those of the discs themselves. 

Tho complete radial image profiles are shown in Fig. 



Table 4 (i) 

The images of o,paquo discs in full-cone  illumination  

s s f% 3" 

0.264 0. 0060 36. 5 0. 8 0.340 0. 013 

0.365 0.0079 27.9 1.3 0.440 0.012 

0.511 0.0074 28.2 1.8 0.535 0.015 

0.814 0. 01 05 21.5 0.9 0.895 0.032 

1.171 0.0133 18.4 1.1 1.210 J. 077 

86 
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4.4. The regular form of the images under those conditions 

is clearly apparent. Also shown in Fic.4.4. are points en 

the curves (illustrc.ted by short vertical lines) correspon—

ding to the positions of the geometrical imams rnd the ima 

halfwidths, the former corresponding to the lower set of 

lines. 

Tho size range of the opaque discs used as test objects 

during the experiments (1.05 to 4.64 Airy units) overlaps 

well with the range (0.4 to 4.0 Airy units) of Smith's 

theoretical calculations, which were discussed in the previDu3 

section. The theoretical ant experimental results for 

1 are compere:'. in Fig. 4.5 which shows the variations 

in, imago halfwiclth with the diameter of the opaque disc, 

the broken line being drawn at 45c' to either axis. 

Although for the reasons outlined in the d is c us sions 

of the limitations of scalar diffraction theory, exact 

ac,rreement between the theoretical and experimental results 

cannot be expected it is evident that there is fairly close 

agreement between the two sets of results within the limits 

of e:T.porimental error as shown in Fig. 4. 5. Deviation from 

the theoretical results outside the limits 	experimental 

error only occurs at the lower end of the siz o range (about 

1.5 Airy units), where one would expect the thickness of the 

test objects (0.08 )1/4corresponding to 0.3 Airy units) to 

influence the experimental results in the direction obtained.. 



Fig. , 4.4.;The 	gUll-Gone'111;uplinati,on (a-1,7 1) 
of opaque discs.  having. the, diameters .indicated.. Condenser 
and objective N.A. '8.= 	 S.X 	.- c• 	• :The',.upper. and •lower, sets of short • vertical. lines .on the 
curves correspond to the positions of the image halfwidths 
and the geometrical imaves respectively. 



Fig. ,  4.5.'` Comparison between the experimental .'results 

cone illumination: '..ITariatioxi 

`with disc diameter.V 

and those of ,,scalar theory,.f,or . the -images of opaque discs 

.in.  image,.  half-width 

• 

Sc agar theory. Smith). 
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CHAPTER 5  

THE DEVELOPMENT AND  CONSTRUCTION OF A GRAINLESS SCRE  

FOR PROJECTION MICROSCOPY  

5.1. Introduction  

In Chapter 2 it was decided that in order to carry out 

an investigation into visual size determination by direct 

and projection microscopy, it was first necessr..ry to htAvo 

a projection screen which did not exhibit the property of 

graininess. The purpose of this chap ter therefore will be 

to describe the development and construction of such a 

screen, the phenomenon of graininess itself having boon 

adequately described in Chapter 2. 

The basic principle behind grainless projection is simple. 

It is to produce a screen whose graininess aid sparkle 

continually charve at a rate fast enough to be smothed 

out by the persistence of vision in the eyes  thus giving 

a perfectly Grainless emodUiscreen. All the screens described 

in this chapter make use of this principle aid will now be 

dealt with in their chronological order of development. 

5.2. Sincle Screens 
The first proposal for a grainless screen wa.;J wade b 

MCSJ/1 (1947). He suggested that in order to achieve the 

necessary variation in graininess the project_ on acre= 

shpuld be moved rather rapidly in its Jun plane. Mason's 
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idea was developed by Lau and Schalge (1958) who produced 

a ground-glass back-projection screen, which was r - ted 

in its own plane, this idea also being referred to by Lau ad 

Reinitz (1959). 

It was therefore decided to produce a screen using the 

above ment ioned id o as. The first was in the form of a 

disc-shaped ground glass back-projection screen rotating 

in its own plane. The imago was projected on to the outer 

portion of the screen, and when the :Ilse was set rotating 

an improvement in the definition of the image was obtained. 

However the steady movement of the screen through the field 

of view was alway s noticed and this was distracting, but 

worse still was. the fact that:large-scale variations in 

scattering over the screen showed up es a flicker with the 

period of rotation and could only be eliminated by using 

a speed of rotation above about 30 revolutions per second, 

a rather high speed for a thin disc of glass. 

An alternative way of rapidly moving a single screen 

is to vibrate it in its own plane at the A.O.-power-line 

froquonct of 50 cycles/sec. This was tried wth an 

amplitude that could be varied up to about 1 mm, but no 

grainless effect was obtained. 

5.3. Double Screens  

improved method of achieving the grainless effect 

was suggested by MfIcAdam sad Taylor (1947) for use in 

engineering gauge projection. It consists of two ground 
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glass screens placed with their ground surfaces almost in 

contact with )no moving slowly, its own plane relative to 

the other. This idea was also referred to by Habell and 

Cox (1948). 

Using tho above -mentioned system it was fpund that oven 

with quite slow relative speeds (of the order of lmm/soc), 

because there ore two screens, the sparkle end graininess 

vary at a sufficient speed to be smopthod out completely 

by the persistence of vision in the oye, thus giving a 

completely perfect grainless screen. The effect is quite 

startling for low-constrast objects of which tho images are 

less than a millimetre in size on the screen such objects 

are almost invisible when the screens are stationary, but 

become brilliantly clear when the movement is started. 

Although the relative speed of the screens need only t .) bo 

quite slow, the motion must bo such that there aro no 

stationary points or else if such a point does occur its 

effective duration must be loss than, say 	sec; by 

effective duration is meant the time during which the relat-

ive speed is loss that the minimum for which the grainless 

effect occurs. 

Fig.5.1. shows an attachment for a microscope, 

constructed by Messrs. C.N. Richmond, The Orangery, Kelvodon,  

Essex, using the above mentioned principle. This kind of 

screen follows MacAdam nid Taylorts original design rather 

closely. Ono ground-glass screen is stationary and the other 



Fig. 5.1. Grainless screen. Light from microscope eyepiece 
(lower right) after reflection from three mirrors forms the 
image on two ground glass screens. (upper centre) nearly in 
contact. The image may be viewed through a field lens (upper 
right) if the screens are etched for high' :forward transmittance. 
The ground-glass screen nearest the observer .undergoes circular 
translation in its own plane at about 2 rpm from the motor 
drive (bottom centre). In an alternative arrangement the 
moving screen is oscillated in its own plane at A.C. power- 
line frequency. 
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is moved by means of an eccentric in a circular m-::)voment, 

tac.,  track of each point on the waving screen being a circle 

of about 51-nin radius, which is traversed in a f ow sec ends. 

The gap between the two screens is adjustable, aid it is 

found that a soparat ion of up to a quarter of a millimeter 

has no discernable effect on the quality of the imago. 

As in the previous section an alternative way of moving one 

of the screens is to vibrato it at A.C.-power-line 

frequency with an amplitude of about laim. This time if a 

second screen is placed almost in contact with it as in the 

first system a winless effect is obtained which is just as 

effective as that produced by the slowly moving rotating 

screen, this system being perhaps slightly simpler and 

cheaper. 

Both of the above two systems can be arranged on a 

stand to take a microscope as in the photograph Fig.6.4. in 

the next chapter, which shows the slowly moving rotating 

screen and the rest of the projection microscope system, yet 

to be described. 

• the systems mentioned so far in this chapter have 

been for back-projection. A grainless front-projection 

system can easily be produced simply by aluminizing one of 

the two screens aid moving the other, as [(bar e, ,i,licwever 

although this successfully eliminates the craininess, this 

system is found to be far inferior to the back-projection 

one for the following three reasons; 
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(a) As han be en mentioned in Chapter 1 front-projection 

itself is inferior to back-projection because in the farrier 

there is physical obstruction of the view by the microscope. 

(b) The luminanoo of the front projection screen was found 

to be of the order of one tenth of that of the back-projecti:n 

ono. 

(c) The grainless effect in the front-projection screen was 

marred by the strong specular reflection of the exit pupil 

of the microscope in the front polished surface of the non-

aluminized screen. The effect was so strong that it could 

not be eliminated by the most efficient anti-reflection 

coating. 

5.4. Etched Screens.  

A three to fourfold increase in luminance is obtained 

with the double screen back-projection system if the firound 

glass screens are etched with dilute hydrofluoric acid to 

increase their forward transmission, 	proposed by Dyson 

(1960 (b)):.. The etchint7 causes the /Tinkling pits of the 

ground glass to develop into a series of irregularly 

juxtaposed small concave lenses, which have the effect of 

concentrating the scattered beam in the forward direction, 

so that a very sharp polar diagram is obtained. Fin!. 5.2. 

shows polar diaFrams for light transmitted by two pairs of 

screens, the first pair being ground with the finest grade 

of emery, and the second pal r being around as do ova, and 

then etched in a 5% aqueous solution of hydrofluoric acid 



Fig.. 5.2.• '-.Tran'smiss ion 'pcil:dr• ciagrarns ,:of pairs of 'ground 
. etched glass screens.:% 	- 	 • •. 
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for about ono and half hours, the unaround surface of the 

screens being protected with wax. From Fig.5.2. it can be 

seen that the maximum luminance of the etched screens is 

three to four times that of the plain ground pat r. However 

it should also be noticed that the points on the curves 

corresponding to half the maximum luminance (indicated by 

the short vertical lines), is reached in the case of the 

etched  screens at an angular displacement from the maximum 

which is about two-thirs that of the same quantity in the 

case of the mound screens. Therefore d. thpurzh the etched 

screens will have a much higher maximum luminance when used 

with microscope, the distribution of luminance over them will 

be less uniform. In order to overcAne this it is necessary 

to use a field lens as indicated in Fig. 5.1. in order to 

collect the rather narrowly scattered beams al d thus obtain 

a reasonably uniform field of view. 

disadvantage of the etched screens is that the etching 

produces a clearly visible structure on the screens which may 

be slightly distractinp to the observer. 

5. 5. summary 

It was found that the best results were obtained by 

(a) Two screens rather than one, because the p-ra -Inless 

effect produced by the former is far superior. 

(b) Back-projection rather than front-projection because of 

the three reasons already stated in section 5.3. 
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(c) Plain ground rather than around rni etclae,1 screens 

because of the visible structure •Df the latter, mentioneff. 

at the end of section 5.4. 
(d) Either the slowly rotating or the rapidly oscillating 

double screen systems, both producing equally perfect 

grainless effects, although the one illustrated in this 

thesis is the slowly rotating system. 

Therefore the grainless screen to be used as part Hof 

the projection microscope system will consist of two plain 

ground glass screens with their ground surfaces facing each 

other separated by not more than 0.25 mm, one of which is 

movinr: with a speed exceeding lmWsoc, the whole being set 

up for back-projection. 

tit this point it should be mentioned that much of the 

work described in this chapter has already been described 

by Lo for,Spencer, We lf end and Richmond (1961) , the bulk 

of the development work having been carried out by the author.  
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CHiTTEIR 6  

OPTICAL DETAILS OF THE DIRECT AND PROJECTION MICROSCOPE  

SYSTEMS 

6.1. Introduction  

The general arrangement of the direct microscope is 

shown in Figs.6.1. end 6.2. and that of the pr:;jection 

microscope in Figs.6.3. and 6.4. • L. raore detailed descrip-

tion of the in'Avidual components will be given below. 

The components to be considered first will be those 

which are common to both systems, i. e. the light source 

and the microscopes, after which the different viewing 

and sizing components of the two systems will be dealt 

with. 

6.2. Tho Li rht Sourc e  

The light source used is a 250 watt high pressure 

mercury arc lamp, which has a luminance of 2 x 108candolas 

per square metre, when working at correct power and when 

used without any form of light filter. The lamp is c onnected 

across the mains supply, in series with a suitable choke, 

the output of the lamp being constant. 

The luminance of the w arcs can be varied only by 

the use of suitable neutral or wavelength filters, the 

wavelength filter used transmitting strongly only the M*0= 

line of the mercury spectrum, ,Of wavelength 0. 546 V.. 



Mercury arc lamp::.  

Condenser lens 

Iris 'dia.phragm 

A.chrOmatic condenser 

Object elide 

Apochromatic objective 

Scanning block 

apiece:. 

. Optical layout ot:: the direct microscope 



Fla.6.2. The direct microscope 



Gi.arrilirs-s—acre en ' 



Fig.6.4. The projection microscope 
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6.3. The Microscopes  

Both microscopes are Beck London Models, mounted 

horizontally in the direct system and vertically for 

projection. The light from the mercury lamp is focussed 

on to an iris diaphragm mounted in approximately the back 

focal plane of the comlonsor, the angular aperture of the 

beam being sufficiently large to fill the back aperture of 

the condenser with light. 

By moans of the iris diaphragm the numerical cp erture 

of the illuminating cone can bo varied from 0.2 to 1.3, 

tho diaphragm being calibrated using the as ortomotor designed 

by Spencer and Welford (1961). The condenser is adjusted 

by the usual rack and pinion, the Torture of the source lens 

being focussed in the pane of the )bject. 

The objective used is a Watson X90 oil-immersion 

apochromat with an 	of 1.33. Coarse focussing is again 

by rack and pinion, the fine focus which incorporates an 

anti-crash devico to prevent damage to the objectives 

through mis-handling, being sufficiently smooth and free 

from backlash to ensure precise focussing with a high 

erture objective. 

Tho objective was examined by the star test, wose 

application has been described by Slater (1957), clad which 

has been estimated by Wolford (1960), to be capable of 

detecting aberrat ions of the order of V20, depending upon 

the typo of aberration present. It consists essentially of 
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the examination of the in cad out of focus images of 

circular pinholes whose diameter is less than half the 

resolution limit of the objective employed, these being 

illuminated by a condenser having an aperture at least as 

large as that of the objective. With perfectly corrected 

objectives, identical circular diffraction images are Erivon 

at equal distances on either side of the 11)st focal planet  

the in focus image being an !airy diffraction pattern. Tho 

aberrations present in an objective may bo deduced from the 

variation from those ideal conditions of the ilia ges obtaine d. 

Sincz,  all experimental observations arc made at the 

centre of the field, the off-axial aberrations are not 

important, an aberrat on-f re e field 2 Ott in diameter being 

quite adequate. The star test showed that the field of the 

Watson .objective at full aperture was free of coma and 

astigmatism over a sufficiently large area, this field also 

being flat. Present however was a small amount of spherical 

aberration this being minimised whon the tabolength of the 

microscope was adjusted to its optimum value. 

6.4. The Viewing and SizIng System of the Direct Microscope  

The system desigieel to incorporate, a rotating parallel 

sided glass scanning block, a mirror and eyepiece for visual 

sizing can be seen at the bottom of Fig.6.1. aid on the 

extreme right of Fig.6.2. The incorporation of all these 

c :,raponents in a single optical bench. unit. mounted indepen-

dently from the microscope stand, ensures that there will be 

no unwanted movement of the image during the sliming process. 
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The scanning block is the one used previously by Tewari 

(1962) in the determination of intensity cont curs in the 

images of coal dust particles, the action of the block 

being illustrated in Fix. 6. 5. It was originally clesimed 

to move the image in two mutually perpendicular directions. 

However in the present investigation only the horizontal 

movement is used. The block was cut with a diamond saw 

from Pilkington plate glass of refractive index 1.52 and 

mounted kin.emat lc ally as illustrated in Fig. 6. 5. Tho slots 

p,(, and R in the glass block wore cut with an ultra-sonic 

drill, and into each of these fits a small metal sphere. 

Tho sphere Q, is fixed whereas the two spheres Pane'. R aro 

mount eel on the ends of two metal levers L. and M connected 

via pivots to two micr,Timeter heads. The free ends of the 

micrometer heads make contact with two small metal spheres 

at the ends Df the levers, contact being held by weak springs. 

If the micrometer connected to the lover L is mimed the blo ck 

rotates about a horizontal axis perpendicular to the axis 

of the micrscope, the imago thus being moved vertically. 

Simi] ark if M is moved by its micrometer the block rotates 

about a vertical axis perpendicular to that of the microsc -po 

horizontal movement thus being obtained. 

Tho frmt-aluminized plane mirror directs the light 

into the eyepiece, which fits into a short length of tube 

of the standard eyepiece diameter attached to the basic 

block unit. In the back focal plane of the eyepiece there 



f.'the direct microscope 
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is a vertical single line ETaticul.2„ across which the - image 

may be moved by the scanning block, acting as an optical 

micr:.meter. By setting .ipposite edges f the imago on the 

line, the visual size of the object may be determined. 

The scanning block must be of such dimensions and f orri 

that when rotated it can move the imago in the hxizontal 

direction by an amount corresponding to the diameter of 

the imago of the largest size of test object. This motion 

must bo linear to within the limits of accuracy sot by the 

other experimentalond it ions and no additional do exed at icin 

in the image or the linearity of the image ry.--)vement should 

be caused by imperfections in the block itself. 

The quality of the block was nssesscd using a Twyman-

Greon interferometer, an.  it was found that •the optical 

thickness of the block wag constant to within A/A. over 

the full area of the faces. Using this block it must now 

be established that its rotation results in a sufficiently 

Limar image movement. 

The insertion of c parallel sided. glass plate into a 

beam of light results in the light beam being displaced by 

an amount (Winding upon the angle of incidence upon the 

plate. Thus in the apparatus on rotation of the scanning 

block the image will be :displaced laterally, the rotation of 

the block being controlled by tho lever and micrometer head 

as described above. It is required that equal, changes in the 

positions of the micrometer heads produce equal imago 

displacements at all points of the micrr.,meter movement. 
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If a flat parallel sided plate of thickness t art', 

refractive index n, has light incident normally on one 

of its faces and is then rotated about its centre by an 

angle9, then the emergent light is displaced by an amount 

a such that 

a 4* t  sin() (n - 1)  	t sin3  e (n2- 1) 	 6 (i) 

n 	 2n3 
assumingeto bo sufficiently small for terms involving sir 
and higher powers to be neglected. 

In the microscope the lever and micrometer are arranged 

so that sine is a linear function of the micrometer reading. 

The image movement will therefore be (7irectly related to the 

micrometer reading providing the value of the second term 

of equation 6 (1) is very much smaller than that of the 

first, that is providing sina is small. 

The maximum image movement required is mm, corres- t 

ponding to just over 2\x- in the object space, with a primary 

magnification: of about X90, this being. adequately gaicater 

than the largest size of test object. Tho block is arranrred 

so that in the middle of its horizontal rotatory movement 

its faces lie perpendicular to the axis of the micr: scope, 

the required maximum image movement of i pm, thus being 
5 

achieved by a maximum image displacement to either side of 

1 	. 
l a' 

The linearity of the movement was examined using a x40 

objective and a stage micrometer with a spacing of 2\..t. 
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Thus for each movement corresponding to 2 	in the object 

space the image was displaced 80 v., end for each of these 

displacements the micrometer reading was noted in tenths of 

an inch over the whole ranee. The results are plotted in 

Fig. 6.6. from which it can be seen that no system tic 

deviation from linearity could be detected over a range of 

about 1 mm to either side of the centre of the field, aid 

thut over this total range of about 1 mm. the average rand,:m 

cleviati:n from linearity was loss than 1%, which is less 

thin tho standard deviation of the test objects themselves. 

Therefore over the maximum range required (i.n. 10 
 Bra to 

either side of the centre) the linearity of the movement of 

the block was found t be cult° adequate for the present 

investigations. 

6.5, The Viewing System of the Pro:tection Microsc ape  

This is illustrated in the top of 13:th Figs.6.3. aid 

6.4. and oinsists of a rsainless back-projecti on screen 

(dosoribed in the previous chap ter) which by means of a 

co it of folding mirrors is arranged vertically above the 

microscope tube, so that all the controls are easily 

accessible, the screen being adjustable in height to 

suit different microecopo tubeleneths. 

The luminance of a microscope projection screen can 

be shown the 	to have a value B such that 
2  

B= BY 	fi,1 	7 	 — 6 tit) 
where BY is the luminalce of the souce, m the overall 



. 6. . Image movement. 	produced by the scanning.-block ;  
of. ,the • direct :microscope..  

. 0.4 
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-0.4 
• 
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magnification on the screen and N.41, tho numerical aperture 

of the cone of light illuminating the object. Equation 

6 (ii) is derived assuming that there are no light losses in 

the system and that the screen acts as a Lambortian diffuser 

i.o. its luminance does not vary with the angle of view. In 

practice however there is light lost in the system due to 

reflection at each air-glass nd glass-air surface, absorp-

tion, scattering aut dirt on the glass surfaces. Also with 

a translucent back-projection screen, the luminance is not 

uniform, but as can be seen from Fig.5.2. is a maximum in. the 

direct ion of the Inc ident light. 

Substituting in equation 6 (ii) the vol. ues for the 

projection microscope, i.o. Bt = 2 x 108  candelas per 

square metro, 	al 1.3, aid m 1500 X, the theoretical 

value for the screen luminance is about 160 candelas per 

square metro, Under the above conditions the screen 

luminance was measured with an 8.E. I. photometer in the 

normal viewing position, and the value obtained was about 

90 candelas per square metro. This showed that the effect 

of light losses in the system in decreasing the screen 

luminance, was about twice that of the directi onal scattering 

effect of the two m,ound glass screens, in increasing it in 

the normal viewing position. 

This value of 90 candelas per square metro is high 

enough to allow the microscope to be used with ambient 

illumination corresponding to ordinary ro lightini, with 
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a visor across the top of the screen es sh)wn in Fig..6.4:  

thus permitting quite comfortable viewing. H -mover this 

level of luminance is achieved by not using a wavelength 

filter with the mercury source so that the screen images 

in the white field suffer from transverse chromatic 

aberration produced by the objective. This can be 

overcome by using a variable compensating eyepiece, such as 

one of the Watson H oloscopic series, so that the transverse 

chrpmatic aberration of the objective can be exactly matched 

by suitable adjuatment of the lonsos in the oyople co. 

. 	. 

	

6.6. 	The Sizi ng Systems of the projection Microscope  

Two different sizing systems wore used with the 

projection microscope. The first was a glass scanning 

block similar to the one used in the direct microscope, 

used in conjunction with a Einglo vertical lino ruled 

directly on to the stationary screen. The second was a 

cal ibrated wedge also ruled directly on to the screen. 

The scanning block unit con be soon in Fig. 6.4. 

attached to the microscope system, but its action is 

more clearly illustrated in Fig.6.7. where it is shown in 

isolation. The glass block was cut from PiDington. plate 

glass of refractive index 1.52, and mounted on the top of 

a silver stool rod. The' cylindrical hole in the glass was 

made with on ultra.a on,13, drill, using a small piece of 

silver steel cut from the some rod as the drilling tool. 

The rod is mounted in two bearings, which cro fixed to 
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two brass plates, these being clampod 	the microscepe 

tube. Near the bottom of the rod is a collar to which is 

fixed a lever with a metal sphere attached to its end. The 

sphere makes contact with the free en_'_ of a micrometer 

head, mounted on the projection screen stand, contact being 

held by a weight on the end of a piece of string attached 

to the lover, the string passing over a pulley. Movement 

of the micrometer causes the block to rotate about a vertical 

axis, so that as the block intercepts the light beam between 

the eyepiece and the screen, horizontal movement of tho image 

on the screen occurs. The fact that the micr.)meter hod. is 

mounted independently from the microscope stand, ensures 

once again that there will be no unwanted movement of the 

image during the sizing process. 

The single vertical line is ruled on to the ground 

surface of the stationary screen with black marking ink, 

the sizing process being exactly the same as for the 

direct microscope. 

The scanning block is subject to the sale conditions 

as described for the one in the direct microsc,. _:-pe, so it will 

not bo necessary t :; repeat them here. Once agd n it was 

found that the optical thickness of the block was constant 

to within X using the Twyman-Groon interferometer, aid ,once 
4 

again it then became necessary to hest the linearity of the 

image movement. The maximum image movement roquired is 
3 mm corresponding to 2 ...k in the object space, with a total 

magnification of about X 15%.4), this being achieved by a 
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displacement of 	mm to either stle of the field. 

Tho linearity of the movement was oxarained using 

a X 20 objective, a X 10 eyepiece and a stare mic romoter 

with a spacing of 2 	. Thus for each raov cue nt corresponding  

to 21..k in the object space the image vitas displaced 400 \.k and 

for each of those displacements the micrometer reading 

was noted in tenths of m inch over the wh)lc..,  range. Tho 

results aro plotted in Fig.6.8. from which it can be soon 

that over the maximum necessary range of 12 mill to either 

aide of the centre, there is no detectable systematic 

deviation from linearity, the average random deviation again 

being less than 1%. In fact there is no systematic 

deviation from linearity treater thcn. this 1% random value 

until about 2i mm either side of the centre, at which point 

the second term in equation 6 (1) begins t influence the 

imaqe movement, Jnce again over the require:' range the 

linearity of movement of the block was found to be quite 

adequate. 

The cal. ibratod wedge is di. own in Fig. 6.9. with the 

scale and the angle emeatly exaggerated tD illustrate its 

act ion. It consists of a pa it of conver ging lines drawn 

with black marking ink on the stationary ground glass scrc,on 

with the rat io of the lengths pq, and PR to the length 

approximately 10:1. If the image of an opaque di sc is 

run in between the lines until it just appecra to touch both 

as in Fig. 6.9. then its size can be road off the scale. 



Fig.':6.8. Image movement 'produced by the scanning 
block of the projection microscope. 



Fig. 6.9. The calibrated wedge 
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With the ratio at about 10:1 it then becomes possible t 

estimate the real.ins^ to a further significant figure than 

wou.1(1. be the ens° if the sera linear scalp was usal 

To calibrate the wedg.o it is first necessary to measure 

the lengths P4, PR end (4,R accurately, with a travellin 

inierosc:ipo, no that the exact value of the ratio is known, 

and then to compare the scale with a stage micrometer. 

This would then give the actual size of the length Q R in 

terms of the scale, aid not the (iliameter of the d:l.sc. 

However from the diap:ram it can be soon that the ratio of 

the actual diameter to the measuredl. Length is Qoigs and 

that 

40 	sir PQ to.n. 	and QS 	pq, s in Cec 

thus 	(44/q3 
	Sec t 

Now sin 	0. 05 	thus 	= 3°  

	

Thus QOAS 	1.001 

So that using this measurement gives a result which hcs a 

systematic error of 'about —1/10%, which is certainly small 

enough to justify the fact that no correction factor hoed 

by oppliet2.. 
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CHAPTER 7  

THE VISUAL SIZE OF THE &AWE DISCS WITH THE DIRECT  

MICROSCJPE  

7.1 	Int r.)duct ion  

In soction 2:4. an account was fTiven, of the effect of 

the optical aad visual ff..ctors on the visual sizing of 

opaque discs by direct microscopy, as determined by Chapman 

(1961,1963(a) and 1963(b)). 	Gharmants investijation was 

completed a repeat of the same will not be the aim of 

this chapter. Contained hero will simply be the description 

of sufficient experiments on tho visual sizing of the discs 

with the scanning block of the direct microscope, so that 

the results from these experiments may be compare;. . with :— 

(a) results from experiments with the f liar 

rainrometer eyepiece (also to be described in this 

chapter). 

(b) results from experiments with the scanning 

block of the projection rider osc ope (to be 

described in the following chap ter,. 

7.2. Results Usinf:r the Scanning Block  

The fr imary ima ge )f an opaque CI is c has a continuous 

luminance distributi:m alraOst identical to those in Fig. 4.4. , 

but the eye sees the disc image as effectively a dark 

c'isc in a bright surround, whose subjective IrIghtne ss 

may vary across its diameter but wh.,se ecires aro fairly 

sharply C:efined. In measuring the visual di'-motor the 
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edges used are th.Dso of the dark disc, whore the imapc 

brightness is just nxbiceably lower than that .of is bright 

surround. The image is first set tangentially to one side 

of the vertical line graticule, and is then traversed across 

the line, until the small dark area which istzov ing towaris 

it just vanishes. The same ec7_ge of the vertical line is 

then used in both cises, eliminating the effect of its 

finite width. The difference between the sccnnin.g block 

raicrometer readings in these two positions, multiplied 

by a calibration factor gives the 'visual size' of the 

image. 

The coliclitions under which the visual sizing with the 

scanning block was performed wore as foll,iws:- 

The wavelength of the illuminating light A. 	0.546tk, 

the N.A. of the objective was 1.33, and that of the c 

sex,  1.2.7. The primary ma,Tiification of the objective at its 

optimum tubolength was about 90X, which with a 20X eyepieee 

gives a. total magnification of the order of 1800X. The 

retinal illumination in the clear areas "jf the field was 

varied slightly, ant had values --)f 10 , 10 , 10 , trolands, 

these being determineC. by setting a white 	ffusing screen 

at a known distance from the eyepiece, and measuring its 

luminance with en S. 3. I. photometer. 

Tho visual sizing was. carried out for different 

disc diameters, 65 readings being taken in each Cr:SO. 

The results are shown in Table 7 (1), X being the mean 

disc diameter, Z the moan visual size and S t a standard 
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% 
0.264 0.413 0. 078 

0.365 0.500 0.050 

0.511 0.548 0.060 

0.814 0.863 0.052 

1.171 1.168 0. 088 
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Table 7 (1) Visual a izin.q of opaque discs with the scannin!: 

block of the direct microscope  

Rot. 
Ill. 

2_ 
10 Trol ands 	10 Tr 01 ands  14:1- Tro1 and  

     

-2- ..,k_ r 	s 	1 ,...k  
ul 

3 	r1/4. 
_ 1  

mt-  k-A. 
_ \ 

1f1 

S 	k---k 
.... 

0.482 0. 064 0. 518 O. 062 

0.553  0.072 0.568 0.086 

0.598 0.056 0.646 0.090 

0.898 0.068 0.913 0.080 

1.202 0.098 1.241 0.125 
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deviation° Figs. 7.1, 7.2., and 7.3., show the visual size 

plotted against the true size :if the :'iscs for retinal 
-7_ 

(4- illuminations of 10 , 10 , and 10 , trolands respectively, 

all the other c onditions being kept constant as described 
0 

above. The broken line is drawn at 45 to either axis and 

the vertical ranfras shown correspond to plus and minus the 

standard deviation ['bout the mean. 

Comparison of these three sets of results as shown in 

Fig. 7.4. in which smooth curves are drawn through the mean 

val ues confirms for the whole size range the trend found by 

Charman. (1963 (a)), namely that the visual st zo increases 

with incrensinr retinal illumination, and which ho explained 

by c onsidering• the luminance discrimination of the eye. 

This trend is also consistont with the results found by 

Watrasiewicz (1966) in investigating the Mach effect in the 

image of an opaque straight edge. Ha also thowed that with 

increasing retinal illumination, the visual edqe moves away 

from the geometrical edge of the image. 

11 three curves in Fig.7.4. indicate that the visual 

size of the opaque discs is no longer usefully related to 

the true size whore the object diameter falls bellow about 

0, 4 tA which fact was found by Charman (1963 (b) ) for the 

visual sizes of circular holes in an opaque surround. The 

visual size of the discs having diameters below this level 

tends to a constant value dependent on the level of retinal 

On the other hand when the disc diameter is 
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0.2 	0.4 	0.'6 
Fig.7.1. Variation of visual. siz e with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized ,with the scanning 'block of the, 	direct 
microscope,A = 0. 546- k , 'objective. N.A. = 1.33,-

. 
  condenser 

N. A. =1..27 , magnification .1800X, • retinal 1.11,uminat ion in 
• clear' areas . of field z•-• 10 trolands. 	• 

1. 0 
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Disc diatheter (microns) 

0 
	0.2 	0.4 	0.6_0.8 	1.0 
Fig. 7.2. Va'riation of visual size with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the scanning block of the direct 
microscope. 'N.= 0.546p, objective. N.A.=1.33, condenser 
N.A.= 1.27, magnification = 1800X, retinal illumination in 

. clear areas of field 	107  trolands. 



Disc diameter (microns 

	

0.4 	.0.16 

Fig. 7.3. Variation of visual s ize •with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the seanninehlock of, the direct 
microscope. 	0. 546 kA, , objective N.A.= 1.33, condenser 
N.A.= 1.27, magnification = 1800X, retinal- illumination in 
,clear areas of field 	10 	trolands.. 	t• 

0.2 1.0 0.81 .  
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0. trolands 

Disc diameter (microns 
I 	i 	1 	1 	1 0.2 	o. 4 	o.6 	o.8 	1.0 

Fig.7. 4. Variation of visual size with true ' d lameter for 
•opaque discs• sized with the scanning block of the direct 
microscope. V1-; O. 5461A. , objective N.A. =1.33, condenser 
N. A. 74  1.27, magnification =. 1800X, retinal illuminations in 
clear areas of field as indicated. 
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larger than 0.4r the visual size is fairly consistently in 

excess of the true size by an amount which is also dependent 

on the retinal illumination level. 

7.3. Results Using a Filar iicrouotor F,yepiece. 

Using the visual pert of the photoelectric micrometer 

microscope described' in Chaptor 4, the opaque discs were 

sized using a filar micr -Nueter eyepiece, under exactly the 

same optical conditions as their diffraction images were 

determined using the photoelectric part. Rctat ion of a 

graduated micrometer drum on the eyepiece results in the 

movement of a single crosswire with respect to a fixed 

graticule, therefore the sizing technique used is exactly 

the same as with the scanning block, except that in this 

case the disc remains stationary rnd the crosswire is 

moved. Again the edges used are those of the dark disc, 

where the image brightness is just noticeably lower than 

that of its bright surround. To size, the eypiece crosswire 

is first set tangentially to one side of the image aid is then 

traversed across the image disc until the small :lark area 

towards which the crosswire is moving just vanishes, the 

same edge of the crosswiro being used in both cases. 

The conditions under which the above visual sizing was 

performed were as follows:- 

The wavelength of the illuminating light )1/4,xt 0.53+ 0. 01, 

and the N.A. 's of the objective and condenser wore both 

equal to 1.28. The primary magnification of the objective 

at its optimum tubelength was 96X, Which with a 20X eyepiece 
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gave a tot al ma .if is at ion of about 1900X. The retinal 

illumination in the clear areas of the field was measurec', to 

be 3 x 104  trolanis. 

Ls before 65 determinations were made for each different 

disc diameter, the results being summarized in Td3le 7 (ii). 

5c 1 ff and S are as before and Tv is the mean transmittance 

at the vialal ?dile of the image, given together wt h its 

approximate variation. The positions of the visual olc _̂cs 

on the transmission curves for the images are shown in 

Fig.7.5., which is simply Fig.4.4. with the addition of 

a further sot of short vorticf=1 lines above the other two., 

representing these visual edges. It cm be seen that as 

the size of the disc increases, thus cousin,- a Atilt 

decrease in the effective luminance over the central ar•ec, 

of the field, the luminance interval between the clear part 

of the field and the visual edge increases. This trend 

agiees qualitatively with the luminance discrimination data 

f r the eye given in Fip.2.3. but no quantitative deductionp 

are possible, because of the difficulty in estimating the 

above mentioned effective luminance. 

Figs. 7.6. shows the visual size plotted against the 

true size of the Ciscs, an Fig.7.7. shows these results 

c mpared with a set of those obtained. usinrr the scanninc block 

of the direct micrpscope. The set chosen wore thise which 

were obtained wider con'itions as near as possible to the 

conditions described in this section, namely with a retinalin— 

umination of 104-  trolands, the rest of the conditions being 
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Table 7 (ii) Visual sizinc of opaque :lisBs with n filar 

micrometer eyepiece  

vt 7 	\.), 
It t 

S TV % 

0.264 0.539 0.067 89'1'; 5 

0.365 0.595 0.057 83 t.6 

0.511 0.693 0.063 82- 5 

0.814 0. 938 0.053 64 ar 6 

1.171 1.272 0.075 63+ 5 

. 
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Fig.7. 5. The images in full-cone illaminat ion (St=1) 
of opaque discs having the diameters .indicated. Condenser 
and objective N.A.. 	1.28, X 	0.531a, v1=0. CI . 
The upper, middle and lower sets of short vert ical lines 
on the •curves correspond to the positions of the visual 
edges, the image half-'.1 idths and the, geometrical edges 
respectively. 
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0. 1.0 

Variation .of visual size W.ith:true'diameter for 
::.opaqiult disc's sized with. a filai4  micrometer,, eyepiece. 
10:0. 53t 0. 011,. 	objective and condenacir. 	1.28, 
magnification=e19.00X, retinaL,J114minatiOn • in .0104r areas 

- of field =3 k",:-10ttrolands. • . 



0.4 
Fig.7.7. Variation of visual size With true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with (a) a•. filar micrometer eyepiece 
(results from FIg.7.6.. plotted with continuous line), 
(b) the scanning block' of the direct .  microscope ( results 
from Fig.7.3. plotted with broken 'line) 
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as described in the previous section, these results having 

previously been plotted in Fig.7.3. In Fig.7.7., the 

results from Fig.7.6. are plotted with the continous line, 

and those from Fig.7.3. with the broken line. I, comparison 

of the two shows that those obtained with the filar eyepiece 

are slightly larger over the whole range. This is easily 

explainer' by the fact that these results were obtained with 

a retinal illumination areater by a factor of 3, the increase 

in size simply being a continuation of the trend illustrated 

in Fig.7.4. Comparison also shows that the standard 

deviations of the results with the filer eyepiece are 

consistently less than those with the scanning block showins 

that the former has a slightly better setting accuracy. 

lepavt from the ,difference by a factor of 3 in the retinal 

illuminatitn, the conditions under which the two sets of 

results plotted in Fig.7.7. were obtained' were marginally 

different. However it should be noted that although the 

N.A. is given were very similar, two ,different microscope 

objectives were used, both being well corrected. Chapman 

(196 (d)) has shown tnat different objectives having 

similar quality and aperture produce, within the limits of 

experimental error, identical images this fact being 

confirmed by the work of Watresiowicz (19650o)). Hence 

the sikilarity between the two sets of results plotted 

Fig.7.7. obtained with the two different objectives. 

11s with the curves in Fia.7.4., the results in Fig.7.7 
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show that the visual size of the .1.iscsis no longer usefully 

related to the true size where the object diameter fells 

below about u.4. (the upper curve in Fig.7.4. end the 

broken lines in Fig.7.7. representing, of course the same 

sot of results). The visual size of discs hei in diameters 

below this level again tends to a constant val 1.1.Q dependent 

on the level of retinal illumination. Also when the disc 

diameter is larger than 0.44-kthe visual size is fairly 

consistently in excess of the true size by an amount which 

is also dependent on the retinal illumination level. For 

a comfortably :bright image field, as is the case with the 

results in Fig.7.7. this mount is about 0.12 tik (i.e. approm 

0.5. Airy units) and is accurate to about ±0.4.)0'(3 in the case 

of the filer micrometer eyepiece and 4' 0.076 vkin the case .-.17 

the scanning block and line graticule 	e. approx.:1: 0.25 

and 0„30 Airy units respectively). 
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• C H14.P TER 8 

THE 	VI SULL SIZE OF THE OP "quF, DISCS WITH THE 

MICRUSCOPE  

8.1. Introduct ion  

The opaque discs were sized on the pro ction screen 

using the two systems described in Section 6.6.. With the 

first system the scanning block, a series of experiments 

were carried out on the effects of different operating 

conditions, variations being made in the spectral composition 

of the light, the luminance of the projection screen, and ---

the setting of the micro so ope c onlenser. With the second 

system the calibrated wedge, experiments were first carried 

out to investigate its use as a direct roaring instrument 

and then to compare its sizing results with these of the 

scanning block. 

8.2. Results Using the Scanning Block  

In measuring the visual diameter of the opagle discs 

on the projection screen Luling the scanning block exactly 

the same technique is used as was used with the scanninP: 

block of the direct microscope. The only difference is 

that in this case as the vertical lino is ruled directly on 

to the screen it will not suffer the slight diffraction 

effects of the vertical line c!raticale viowedthrough the 

eyepiece, as was the case previously. 

Tho conditions under which the first sot of visual 
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sizing results were obtained by this method were as,  follows;-

The mercury source was used with out the wavelength filter 

so that the field appeared white aid the range of wavelengths 

wore those of the whole visible mercury spectrum, the extreme 

violet and .yellow lines having wavelengths of 0.405 \J. and 

0.57respectively. The N.L. of the objective was 1.33 and 

that of the condenser 1.27. Tho primary magnification of 

the objective at its optimum tubelength was about 90X, 

which with a 20X holoscopic eyepiece, adjusted for zero 

lateral chromatic aberration, gave a total magnification on 

the screen on the order of 1500X. The screen luminance was 

set at 9 candelas per square metre, by placing a 1070 

transmitting neutral filter in front of the sourcethis 

being checked with the S.E.I. photometer. 

65 determinations wore made for each different disc 

diameter, the results being stLaaarized in Tb le 8 (1) and 

plotted in Fig.8.1. 

In order to change the spectral composition of the 

light, and keep the screen luminance roughly at the s am o 

level, the neutral filter was removed and the g,oen ono was 

put in its place. This now meant that the wavelength of the 

light Xs 0.546V,and the screen luminance - as nnasured 

with the 3.2.1. photometer was found to be 18 canielas per. 

square metre. The rest of, -the operating conditims were 

kept constant. Again .65 determinations were made for each 

different disc diameter, and the results are summarized in 
Table 8 (ii) 
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Table 8 (1.) Vieual sizi ng of opaque discs with the  

scanning block of the projection microscope.  

Moro ury (whit o) 1 ight 	( 	min 	O. 405 r.k , Amax  - J. 579t..A) 

Condenser N. A. 0 1.27 	 Screen luminance = 9c0,12. 

0.264 0. 419 o. o69 

0.365 0.463 o. 062 

0. 511 0.527 0. 049 

0.614 0.845 o. 082 

1.171 1.177 o. 103 



Fig.8.1. Variation of visual size with,  true diameter for 
opaque.  discs sized with the scanning block, of the projection 

• microscope. Mere ury white 1 ight , ()train. =. 05. 4051A,X. max r. O. 579 i•k) I • 
objective N.A.7-1  1.33, condenser 	1.27, 'magilification 

..:1500X,: screen luminance =.9 
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Table 8 (ii) Visual sizing of opaque discs with the  

scanning block of the pr -..;joct ion  

Inter 	opo  

Gra on 1 i ght ( 	r, 0.546 	) 

Condenser N.L.. 	1.27 

Screen luminance = 18c dini2" 

0.264 0.396 0. 095 

0.365 0.464 0.068 

0. 511 0.541 0. 055 

0.814 0.873 . 0, 072 

1.171 1.235 0.115 
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Fig 8.2. shows these results plotted, and Fig.8.3. shows 

thorn compared with the previous sot plotted in Fig.8.1. In 

Fig. 8.3. the results from Fig.8.2 aro plotted with the 

conttnous line and those from Fig.8.1. with the broken line. 

c-)mparison of the two shows that over most of the size 

range the sizes obtain.ed with the preen filter were slightly 

larger. This can easily be explained by the fact that in 

this case the screen luminance was greater by a factor of 

2", indicating that the change in the spectral comiy)sition of 

the light that was made had virtually no effect on the visual, 

size. The explanation of this probably lies in the cititerion 

used fro adjusting the holoscopic eyepiece for zero lateral 

chromatic aberration. This was that there should be no 

c:Toured edges on the images of the discs, moaning that the 

visual edges for each of the different coloured images wore 

made to be coincident. Under those circumstances therefore 

it would not bo possible to detect any variation in the 

measured visual size with wavelength. 

By removing the green filter it was then possible to 

investigate in isolation, the effect of increased luminance. 

Mercury (white) light was used, end the luminance of the 

scroOn WEIS 90 candeL.,3 per square metro, all the other 

conditions being constant. 65  determinations wore made for 

each different disc diameter and the results are sulann::rized 

in Table 8 (iii), and pl• tted in Fig. 8.4. Fig.8.5. shows 

thorn compared with those from Fig.8.1. for which the 
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"Fig. 8.2. Var,iation of visual size larz ith true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the scanning block of the projection 
microscope. •Green Light (? O. 5461.1/4  ) objective N.A.= 1.351 
condenser' N.A.= 	magnif lc at idn-,=1500X,.. screen luminance 
=18• ed/m. 



Disc diameter ' 

Fig.8.3.' Variation of visual size with•true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the scanning blopk of the projection 
microscope: (a) Mercury ;green light, screen luminance 
18 cd/nAL ( results from Fig. 8.2. plotted, with .contInaous line) , 
(b) mercury white light, screen luminarne't 9 cd/k, (results 
from Fig.8.1. plotted with • broken line). 
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Table 8 (iii) Visual sizing of opaque discs with the  

scanning block of the projection microsc -)pe  

Moro tary (white) 1 ight 

Condenser 	= 1.27 

Screen luminanc o a 90 edie- 
hi 

S 
kdk  

0.264 0.1:1-38 0.071 

0.365 0.506 3. o67 

0.511 0.575 0.042 

0.814 0.933 0.071 

1.171 1.259 0.12 



Fig.8.4.' Variation of visual size • with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the scanning block of the project ion 
microscope. Liercary white light • objective N.A.= 1.33, 
condenser,, N.A.= 1.27 magnific at ion =1500X, screen luminance 
=90 cd/m7' 



Didc diameter (microns) 

1  0.4 	0.6 	0. b 	1.0 0.2. 

Fig. 8.5. Variation of visual size with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the scanning block of the projection 
microscope.. (a) Screen luminance 	90 cd/m2-(results from 
Fig.8.4. plotted with continuous line ), (b) screen 

' 	luminance=9.cd/mNresults from. Fig. 8.1. plotted with broken 
line)..  
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luminance was lower bye. factor of 10, the latter being 

plotted with broken lines. Comparison shows as expected 

an increase in size with screen luminance over t h o whole 

size range. 

In order to investigate the effect of lowering the 

condenser aperture, the .N.A.' of the condenser was set at 

0.37, at which value the screen luminance was found to be 

9 candelas per square metre. As before 65 determinations 

wore made for each different disc diameter and the results 

are summarizoc:1 in Table 8 (iv) and plotted in Fig.8.6. Fig 

8.7. shows them compared with those from Fig.8.1. for which 

the conenser N.A. was 1.27, and the screen luminance was 

the same 9 candelas per square metro, the latter being 

plotted with broken linos. Comparison shows that over they 

whole size range, there is a substantial increase in visual 

size with the decreased condenser N.A. This is the same 

result as that found by Charman (1963(b)) for 1.171riscs 

using a direct microsc:ipo, and is in agreement with the 

trend from curve (2) to curve (1) in Fig.4.2., which shows 

the change in the diffraction image of a  small opaque disc 

to be expected with decreased condenser aperture. 

This phonononon of increasing visual size with decreasing 

condenser N.A. for an opaque disc is also consistent with 

the results found by Watrasiewiez (1963) aid Mormon tInd 

Watrasiewicz (1964) in investigating the Mach effect in 

the imago of an opaque straight edge. They found that the 
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Table 8 (iv) Visual sizing of opaque discs with the  

scanning block Df the pr 4ection microscope.  

T dare ury (white) e ) 1 

Condenser N..k. tr. 0.37 

Screen luminance - 9 ocvm 
ill 

17  ) 
 

L .  

'. 	
s 	 ._, 

	

0.264 	 0.457 	 0.068 

	

0.365 	 0.524 	 0.068 

	

0.511 	 o. 606 	 o. 056 

	

0.814 	 o. 986 	 o. 077 

	

1.171 	 1.292 	 0.120 



Fig.8.6. Variation of ..visual s.i.ze with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized w ith the scanning block of the projection 
microscope. Mercury-white light., objective N. Ast--1.33 , 
condenser, N.A. -44 D.37 magnification =-'1500X„ screen luminance 
9 cclim. 
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Variation of - visual size. with trUe diameter for 	, • 
opaque .  discs .'sized with the scanning block of the projection 
microscope 	.(a) G6ndenser 'N. A••'-• 0.37, (Pie--sUltsIrriC)MTie 8.6. 
plotted with continuous line), (b) condenser N.A.== 1.27 
• (results from Pig.8.1.,:, plotted with broken line), 
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the visual edge position moved steadily towards the lighter 

side of the true geometrical imago of the edge as the 

condenser was stopped down. 

The comparison made in Fig.8.7. was for visual sizes 

determined with different condenser N.A. 's na d the same 

screen luminances. In practice of course if the condenser 

N.A. is reduced there is a reduction in the screen luminance 

the screen luminance being proportional to the squorn of 

the N.A. If when the condenser N.A. is decreased the effect 

of this decrease in screen luminance on the visual size is 

also considered it will bo realized that Wb.oreas the effect 

of the former will be to increase the visual size of the 

opaque discs as illustrated in Fig.8.7. the effect of the 

latter will be to decrease it, as illustrat ad in Fig. EL 5. 

The overall effect is illustrated in Frig.8.8. in which 

results with the condenser N.A. at 0.37 and tth screen 

luminance at54,' candelas per square metre (1.o. from Fig. 

8.6.) are compared with those with those quantities at 1.27 

and 90 candelas per square raetre respectively (i.e. from 

Fig.8.4. )) the differeace in screen luminance between the 

two cases being caused only by the change in condenser 

setting. In Fig.8.8. the results from Fig.8.6. are plotted 

with full lines End those from Fig.8.4. with broken lines. 

Comparison of the two shams that the effect ')n the visual 

size produced by the change in the condenser N.A. is 

slightly greater than that produced by the corresponding 

reduction in screen luminance, the overall effect being b. 
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O. 6 - 
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Disc diameter (microns 
I -t 	 t 	1 . 	t 

0.2 	0.4 	o.6.' 	0.8 	1.0 

Fig.8.8. Variation Of visual size with true diameter for 
opaque.discs sized with the scanning block of the projection 
microscope..(a) Condenser N.A.'=0.37, screen luminance ------ 
97cd/m;(results from Fig.8.6. plotted with continuous line) 
(b) condenser. N.A.= 1.27, screen luminance=90cd/m2,-(results 
from Fig.8. 4. plotted , with broken line). 
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a slight-increase in visual size over the whole size range, 

this increase being much less than that illustrated in Fig 

8.7. due to the change in condenser N.A. alone. 

Therefore the reduction in screen luminance which 

accompanies a reduction in condenser N.A. tends to c)mpensate 

the incpense in visual size produced by the latter, by 

causing a slightly smaller decrease in the visual size. 

This is of course :nly true for opaque objects in a bright 

surround. It is not true for bright objects for which both 

of the above effects reduce the visual size, as has boon 

shown by Chapman (1963(a) & (b)) with a direct microscope. 

8.3. Results Using the Calibrated Wodp  

In measuring the visual size of the opagie discs with 

the calibrated wedge, the visual edges used are again th3se 

of the dark disc, where the 

noticeably lower than that 

image is run in between the 

iMOPV brightness is just 

of its bright surround. The 

lines of the wedge until it 

just appears t') touch both as illustrated in Fig.6.9. Both 

scales will thus show the same reading, which multiplied 

by a calibration factor gives the visual size. 

Since with this method the visual size is givenby 

a single scale reading it would be convenient if this were 

given directly in microns. The scale on the wedge as shown 

in Fig.6.9. is in centimetres. Therefore as the wedge ratio 

is of the order of 10:1, the necessary magnification for 

the wedge to be used as a direct reading instrument would 
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be of the order of 1000X. This can be achieved simply by 

using a 10X holoscopic eyepiece, in conjunction with the 

90X Watson objective used previously. However with the 

objective used at its optimum tubelongth and the eyepiece 

adjusted for zero lateral chromatic aberration with the 

white mercury light, the overall magnification on the 

screen was only of the order of 800X. In order to increse 

this it was necessary to inaense the microncJpe tubelongth 

above its optimum value, this being done with great precision 

in order to obtain exactly the right maimification 

necessary fop direct reading. 

The remaining conditions under which the first set of 

results wore obtained with the calibrated wedao were as 

the N.A. of the objective was 1.33 and that of the condenser 

0.96, and the screen luminance was foun,1 to be 100 canThlas 

per square mctre. As usual 65 determinations were mode fca 

each different disc diameter, the results being su,Aaarize 

in Table 8 (v) and plotted in Fig.89. The 10X holoscopic 

oyepl_ece was replace. by the 20X one, thus giving en overall 

Magnification of the order :If 2004X.,  This meant that with 

the tubelongth increased above its optimum value as before 

the calibration factor was 	only a very small adjustment 

of the tubelength being necessary to ensure this to be 

exactly so. As a result of the above change f the eye-

piece, the screen luminance was now 25 can.lelas per square 

metro, all the other condtitions being kept constant. 
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Table 8 (v) Visual sizing of ,opaque discs with the  

calibrcitecl wedge of the projection microscope 

10X holoscopic eyepiece. 

Tubelength roster than optimum value for 

Overall ma cnif teat ion = 1000X 

Scro en luminc nc e = 100 ccVni 

direct reading 

L 

0.264 0.514 0. 044 

0.365 0.552 0..050 

0.511 0.594 0.052 

0. 814 0.840 0.036 

1.171 1.242 0. 054 
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Fig.8. 9. Variation of visual size with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized Iiith the dal ibrated wedge of the projection 
microscope. Mercury white light, objective N.A.= 1.33, 
condenser N.A. -L.: 0.96, magnificat ion=.1000X, screen luminance:: 
100 cdim?- 
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With a calibration factor of is  the readings could be 

described as "semi-direct", and as before 65 determinations 

were made for each different disc diameter, the results 

being st.uimarizeci in Table 8 (vi) and plotted in Fig.8.10. 

In order 	compare sizing results obtained using the 

calibrated wedge with those obtained using the scanning 

block given in the previous section it was first necessfa7 

to decrease the tiateroseope tubolongth down to its optimum 

value. This decreased the overall magnification to a value 

of the ardor of 150JX, which meant that the cat ibration 

factor was no longer simple, so that indirect readings 

would be taken_. The above change in tubelength increased 

the screen luminance to 55 candelas per square metro, and 

all the remaining coalitions wore kept constant. 65 

determinations were made for each disc diameter the 

results being suiamarizod. in Table 8 (vii) and plotted in 

Fig.8.11. 

In Fig.8.12. these results are compared with a set 

obtained using the scanning block under conditions closest 

to those used above, 1. o. the results from Fig.8.4. The 

conditions differ only in the value of the condenser setting 

an 1\1.. of 0.96 for the former and 1.27. for the latter - 

this also resulting in different screen luminances of 55 

and 90 candelas per square metro respectivEloy. In Fig. 

8.12. the results from Fig. 8.11 are plotted with full lines 

and those from Fig.8.4. with broken lines. Comparison of 

the two shows that the calibrated wedge gives consistently 
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Table 	Visual sizing of opaque discs with the  

calibrnted wedge of the projection microscppo 

20X holoscopic eyepiece 

Tubelength greater than optimum value for " s emi-direct" 

reading. 

Overall Ma gn ificati on 	2000X 

Screen luminance 

X 	X11. 

si 25 cc,l/MIL  
/1/ 

S 

0.264 0. 401 401 0.065 

0.365 o. 443 0.063 

c1,511 0,, 502 o. o6i 

0.814 0.795 0.077 

1.171 1.101 o. o65 



0.8 0.4 

Disc diameter (microns) 

1.0 

Fig. 8.10. Variation of visual size with true diameter for 
opaque • discs sized with the' calibrated wedge of the projectiaa 
microscope. Liercury white light, objective N.A. tFa 1.33, 
condenser N.A. = 	magnificationz2000X, screen luminance= 
25 cd/m2: 
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Table 8 (vii) Visual sizing of opeque discs with tho 

dclibrtAod wodgo of the proloction  

microscope  

20X holosoopic eyopieeo 

Tubolongth at optimum value. 

Ovorall magnification = 1500X 

Scroon lumtnanco = 55 Wm 2- 

V - 
kA 

0.264 0.368 o. 066 

0.365 0.434 o. 068 

0.511 0.524 0.076 

0.814 0.812 0.070  

1.171 1.182 0.092 



,o 0,2 0.4 0.6 . 8 1.0 

Disc .diamoter (microns 

Fig.8.11. Variation of visual size with true diameter for 
opaque discs. sized with the cal ibrated wedge of the projec-
tion microscope. Mercury white light, objective N.A.= 1.33, 
condenser .N,A. rz. 0.96; magnification 	1500X, screen 

uminanc e=55cd/m?' 



Dtsc diameter (microns 

Fig.8.12. Variation of visual size with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized on the projedtion microscope with (a) 
the calibrated wedge (results from rig 8.11. plotted with 
continuous line), (b) the scanning block (results from•. 
Fig.8.4. plotted with .broken line). , 	• 
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smaller visual sizes over the whole range. This fact 

cannot be e4plainecl away 137 the slight difference in 

conditions. If the value of the condenser N.A. used in 

obtaining the scanning block results was reduced from 

1.27 to 0.96, thereby also reducing the screen luminance 

from 90 to 55 candelas per squre metro, the effect on the 

visual size can be judged by looking at Fig.8.8. This 

illustrates the effect on the visurl size,y.sing the 

scanning block, of reducing the condenser N.A. without 

compensating for the accompanying decrease in screen 

luminoco. From Fig.8.8. it con be seen that a reduction 

of condenser N.A. from 1.27 to 0.37 produces a slight 

increase in visual size showing that a reduction froml .27 

to 0.96 woun produce on increase in visual size which would 

bo somewhat smaller than this. This moans thc.t for fair 

comparison in Fig.8.12. the scanning block results i.e. 

those plotted in br.)kon lines should be increased very 

slightly thereby- increasing the difference between the tw osetz 

of results plotted, showing that the slight difference in 

conditions is not responsible for this difference but in 

fact redaces it very slightly. 

The reason for the difference in si2Ing results shown 

in Fig.8.12. lies in the two different sizt ng tochniquos 

Used. With the calibrated wedge both edges of the opaque 

disc ore sot on the lines of the wedge simultaneously, so 

that the mean position that the eye fixes on during this 
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proceds is the centre of the opaque disc. With the scanning 

block however the two settings of the opaque disc on the 

vortical line are undo soparately so that the eye fixes only 

on the edges of the opaque disc. This means that with the 

calibrated wedge the effective field luminance will be less 

than that when using the scanning block. It is this 

reduction in effective field luminance with the calibrated 

wedge which produces the smaller visual sizes illUstratod 

in Fig.8.12., similar to the smaller visual sizes produced 

by an actual reduction in screen ltminanco illustrated in 

Fig.8. 5. 

Now although the scanning block and calibrated wedge 

produco visual sizing results which have different systematic 

errors as discussed above, it can be seen from Fig.8.12. that 

the standard deviations i.e. the random errors of the visual 

sizes produced by the two systems are very similar. This 

suggests that the systems are equally sensitivo i.e. have 

the same setting precision. This is only to be expected 

since both systems use the same criterion for assessing 

the position of the visual edge (i.e. where the imago 

brightness is just n.::ticoably lower than that of its 

bright surround in the case of the opaque disc,) and both 

systems locate the position of this visual edge by setting 

it on straight black lines. Therefore to this eytont the 

two systems are similar, thus producing similar setting 

precisions, but beyond this similarity differences between 
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the two systems occur, these differences being responsible 

for the different systematic errors as described above. 

All the results p1 Ated in this chapter 1. e. in Figs. 

8.1. to 8.12. confirm yet again the facts that below an 

object diameter of about Li. 4 tA (i.e. approx 1.5. Airy units) 

the visual size tendsto a cimstant value dependent on the 

optical atid visual conditons, whereas above this vnluo of 

object diameter the visual size is fairly consistently in 

excess of the true size by an amount which is also dependent 

on tho prevailing conditions. 

In Fig.8.12. is illustrated the fact that this excess 

of visual size over true size is different for the two 

sizing systems considered in this chapter as discussed 

above. In particular allowing for the slight difference in 

optical cad visual conditions prevEtiling the difference 

between those two excesses (i. e. the difference between the 

two systematic errors - this difference actually being 

consistent over the whole size range, unlike the systemati 

errors themselves) is equal to cb out 3.09 fit, (i.e. approx 

0.4 Airy Units). 
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CHLPT3R 9  

DISCUSSION AND, CONCLUSIONS  

9.1- Introduction  

From the experimental results given in the previous 

chapters it is possible to judge the influence of the 

viewing and sizinrr systems on size determination by visual 

microscopy, and in addition to consider the possible ulna-

once of the observer himself. However before doing so it 

is first necessary to comment a little further on the 

test objects which wore used in all the visual sizi ng 

experiments i. o. the small opaque discs. 

9.2. The Opaque Disc Test Objects  

It is apparent from the scanning results given in 

Fig.4..5. that quantitative differences exist between the form. 

of the images of the opaque discs predicted by scalar 

diffraction theory and those found, in practice with a high 

aperture objective. Alth:)ugh the optical xi d. recording 

conditions   used experimentally might be blamed. in part for 

these discrepancies, any that occur over Frid above the limits 

of experimental error are duo to either the fact that with 

a thickness of about 0.08kthe objects cannot be c.)nsidored 

as negligibly thin or to the slight aborrat ions in the 

microscope objective or to the approximations of scalar 

diffraction theory being inapplicable to systems of high 

N.A. 
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In Fig.4.5. divorgonco botwoon theory and experiment 

outside the limits of oxporimontel error occurs only at 

the lower end of the size range, where one would expect 

the thickness of the object of influence the oxpdrimental 

results, if it wore going to at all. H owever Charman 

(1963(d)) has shown that doubling the thickness of the 

evaporated metal films used in preparing the test objects 

appeared to introduce no significant (Mangos in the imago 

profilos that would indicate that this factor was of paramoult 

importance. 

The effect of slight aberrations in a microscope objoc- 

tivo working at high N.A. on the diffraction images of 

circular apertures in an opaque film, has boon investigated 

by Watrasiewicz (1965(b)). He showod that while imprpved 

aberration correction of an objective improved agreomont 

with theory there were still some residual deviations partio- 

ularly for smaller apertures. 

Further work by Watrasiowicz (1965(b) and 1965(c)) 

has shown that these redidual deviations aro duo to the 

breakdown of scalar the pry at high numerical apertures. 

This is in agreement with the calculations of Richards 

and Wolf (1956 and 1959) based on the eleetromagnetio 

theory who have shown that the simple point image formed 

by a converging spherical wave of large numerical aperture 

is markedly different from the Airy disc. 
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Thus any difference between images formed by microscope 

objectives with large numerical aperture and theoretical 

predictions based on scalar theory aro ohly to be expected. 

However as has boon suggested by Martin (1966) these theor-

etical predictions may be consisThred as a general guide 

in microscopy near the resolution limit, this fact providing 

a fitting description to the results plotted in 

9.3. The Influence of the Viewing S7stom 

In section 2.2. the relative merits of direct and 

projection microscope viewing systems were considered, 

and although projection viewing was preferred due to its 

improved comfort and convenience, two reasons were given 

suggesting that the performance of the projection microscloe 

would be relatively poor. Tho first was the flatndss of ft 

image. H owevor in this investigation the thickness of Up 

objects used was about 0.08r1 although this cannot be 

considered as negligibly thin it is still.much less than 

the depth of focus of the microscope objective used 

(N0.35), and therefore the fact that the screen image is 

flat is not of great importance. Tho secon: reason was tID 

grain of the projection screen. However in this investigation 

the screen that was used was grainless, its development aria 

construction having been described in Chatter 5 and therefore 

this objection to projection viewing was completely over-

come. Both objections to projection viewing having been 

overcome ftr this investigation, it is possible to 
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compare the visual sizing results obtained using both . 

systems under the same optical aicl visual conditions 

with the same sizing system i.e. the _scanning block and 

single vertical line graticule described in Chapter E. 
In comparing results obtained by direct and projection 

viewing it is first necessary to note that the field 

luminances were measured differently. With direct viewing 

the quantity that was determined was the level of retinal 

illumination In trolands, 1 troland being the retinal 

illumination produced by a surface having a luminance of 

one candela per square metre when the pupil area is one 

square millimetre. B ut with projection viewing the actual 

screen lumtnumes were measured in candelns per square 

metre, values of 9, 18 and 90 04/2'being used. Taking into 
account the decrease in pupil size with increasing screen 

luminance and also the limited Stiles-Crawford effect which 

lessens the contribution to the level of retinal illumination 

of the outer parts of the eye lens, it can be shown that 

the above three screen luminances produce retinal illuminat-

ions of 10, 1.5 x 10 7 x 10 trolands respectively. Those 
values coincide fairy well with bwo of the values of retinal 

Illumination used in direct viewing i.e. 12' and 10  

trolands. 

Therefore it is now reasonable tD compare results, 

starting with those from Figs.7.R. and 8.1. The conditions 

under which both those sets of results were obtained were 
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as follows :- 

The N.A. of the objective.  was 1.33 and that of the condenser 2..  
1.27. Tho retinal illumination. was 10 trolands (having 

been pra2uced in the projection case by a screen luminance 

of 9 cd/n2  ) . The magnifications wore very slightly 

different, being 1800X and 1500X for direct and projection 

viewing resjctivoly The only important difference in the 

two sots Hof conditions was in the spectral composition of 

the light used. In the projection case white unfiltered 

mercury light was use, wheras with the direct microscope 

the mercury lamp was used in conjunction with a green 

filter which transmitted only light of wavelength-A= 0.544k. 

In Fig.9.1. results from Fig.7.1. (direct) plotted in 1  

broicen lines, and Fig.8.1. (projection)plotted in full 

lines are compared. From Fig.9.1. it can be seen that them 

is virtually no systematic difference between the two sets 

of results, although random differences occur in differing 

directions along the size range. 

TD chock whether or not the spectral difference was 

a complicating factor in Fig.9.1. the results from 

are compared with those from Fig.8.2. which were obtained 

with projection viewing, using the green filter with the 

mercury lamp, but with a retinal illumination of 1.5 x 10' 

trolands (produced by a screen luminance of 18 c',/21, 

Therefore although these two sets of results wore obtl nod 

with light de identical spectral composition 	the retinal 



Disc diameter .(microns ) 
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Fig. 9.1.Variation •of visual size w.ith true•diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the' scamning block of (a) the direct. 
microscope with mercury green light ( results from Fig.7.1. 
plotted with broken line), (b) the projection"microscope 
with mercury whit e-  I ight (results from 	8.1. plotted . 
with continuous line). 
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illuminations used now differ by a factor of two-thir 

Fn Fig.9.2. results from Fig.7.1. (direct)plotted in 

broken lines and Fig.8.2. (projection) plotted in full 

lines are compared. From Fig.5.2. it can be seen that once 

again there is very little difference between the two sets 

of rosults thus showing that the difforeneo in the spectral 

composition of the lie t used occuring in Fi g. 9.1 was not 

a complicating factor in comparing the "GWO sets of results 

shown therein. This is not surprising since this spectral 

difference was shown to have a negligible effect in ChT ter 

8 as illustrated in Fig.8.3. 

further comparison ,n results obtaine':, from the two 

different viewing systems under Similar conCitions may be 

made by using the results from Figs.7.2 and 8.4. Those from 

Fig.7.2. (direct) were obtained with a retinal illumination. 

of la j  trolands and green mercury light, and those from 

Fig.8. 4. (projection) with a retinal illumination of 

7 x l0 trolcmas (produced by a screen luminance of 90 

cd/m21. and white mercury light. They arc c:)mpareLl in the 

usual way, in Fig.9.3. from which it can bet soon that once 

again there is no uniform systematic difference between 

them. However random differences between them now show 

up as greater val ues for the visual size by projection 

viewing at the upper end of the size range, and smaller 

values at the lower end. This trend can be seen, but to 

a lessor extent in Fig.9.2. an: also in Fig.9.l. to an 
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Fig.9.2. Variation of visual size wdth: .true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with the scanning block of (a) the direct 
microscope with a retinal illuminat ion of 102' trolandS 
(results' from Fig.7.1. plotted with broke.n line), (b) 
the projection microscope with a retinal illumination of 
1.5 x 	trolands (results from Fig.8.2. plotted with 
continuous line) . 
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Fig.9.3. Variation of visual size with true diaMeter for 
opaque disbs sized with the scanning block of (a) the 
direct microscope with mercury green light and a retinal 
illumination of 10 trolands(resuits from Fig.7.2. plotted 
with broken line), (b) the prpjection microscope with I. 
mercury white light. a•nd a retinal illumination of 7 x 10 
trolands .(results from Fig.8.4. plotted with continuous 
line. 	 • 
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oven smaller extent, although in all three cases when 

considering the sizo range as a whole, the results 

obtaine-d by the tw) methods are almost identical, this 

being s for the standard deviations as well as the 

results thamselves. Therefore visual sizing by ilirect or 

projection microscopy will produce values having identical 

systematic and random errors. This fact was suggested 

t•o be true by Charman (1961) but now has been firmly 

established experimentally. 

The above now moans that provided only tirhini objects 

and a grainless screen are used, the advantages of comfort 

and convenience obtained in projection viewin,c, mag be fully 

utilized wIthout fear of there being any adverse effect on 

the visual sizing results. 

9.4. The Influence of the Sizing. System  

In Section 2.3. the relative merits of the moving 

crosswire and sheared image methods of sizing wore dtscussed. 

Tho important differences between the two methods may be 

summarized as follows:— 

(1) Different objects are set on the visual edge, 

namely the crosswire and the second image. 

(2) Different criteria are used for assessing the position 

of the visual edge with the above ,bjects. The crosswire 

is set at the point where the subjective brihtnuss of the 

Imre just differs frim that of the sarrDundingfield whereas 

the second image is set to overlap ttr first, such that the 
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subjective brightness at the point of overlap is equal to 

that at the centre of each imnge. 

(3) The setting error of the sheared image method (approx. 

airy units) is loss than half that of the crosswire 

method (a,pprox..+U.25 Airy units). 

No comparison can be made between the systematic errors of 

the two raeth)ds, for although that of the crosswire method 

is known to be of the order of plus half an Airy unit, the 

exact val uo (depending upon the prevailing conditions, that 

of the sheared image method has not been determined by 

experiment. 

Tho small setting error of the sheared image method 

can be attributed to the fact that the overlapping of 

the edges of the two images produces an increase in the 

variation of the subjective brightness with move ment, this 

making the method more sensitive. 

In section 7.3. the experimental results obtained with 

the moving crosswiro of a filar micrometer eyepiece w' ore 

compared with those obtained with a scanning block which 

moved the image across a stationary crosswiro. All that 

distinguishes the two methods from one mother is the fact 

that with the fprmer the image is stationary aril the 

crosswire moves while with the latter the crosswire is 

stationary tricl the image moves. Apart from this evorythiT 

else about the two methods is identical i.o. the same 

object for setting on the visual edge and the same criteria 
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for assessing the position of the visual edge. Results 

obtained by both motheds wore c Da/pared in Fig.7.7. from 

which it was observed that after allowing for the slight 

difference in the prevailing levels of retinal illumination, 

the systematic error was the same for both methods i.e. 

0.5 Airy units, showing that it is unaffected by whether 

the crosswire or the image moves. However it was found tl-,n.t 

the setting error of the scanning block method was slightly 

larger (approx. "t 0.30 iliry units). 

In the last section it was shown that -the scanning 

block method produced the same results, when used with a 

stationary crosswiro (a single vertical line geaticulo) 

for direct viewing as when used with a single vertical 

line drawn on a screen for projection viewing this applying 

to both systematic and random(setting)orrors. Thonfore 

the comparison made between the scanning block aa d calibrated 

wedge mthods of sizing opaque discs with projection viewing 

in Section 8.3. is in fact a comparison between the latter 

and single line setting methods as a wh-ile. This comparison 

showed that 

(1) The same objects are set on the visual edge, namely 

blank straight lines. 

(2), With the scanning block these settings ire nade 

separately but with the calibrated wedge they are made 

simultaneously. So that while with the former the eye 

remains fixed on the edge 1.f the image with the latter the 
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moan position that the eye fixes on is the centre of the 

image. 

(3) The same criterion is used for assessing the p,)sition 

of the visual edge. 

• Also from Fig. 8.12 it was observed that 

(4) Tho twD methods have the same setting erroripprox. 

4- 0.30 Airy units) 

(5) The systematic error of the scanning block method 

exceeds that of the calibrated wedge method by approximately 

0.4 Airy units over the Whole size range. The systematic 

error of the la ttor is therefore of the order of plus a 

tenth of an Airy unit, the exact value again depending upon 

the prevailing conditions. 

On examining the above five points, it is fairly obvious 

that the cause of the different systematic errors 

mettioned in point (5) must bo the different fixation 

positions of the eye mentioned in point (2). The latter 

producing different effective field luminances which 

produce the different systematic errors as already 

discussed in Section 8•3. 

Considering then the whole of this section so far, it 

is fair to say that there are three important factors in 

any one sizing system which will influence its sizi ng 

errors:- 

(1) The object used to set on the visual edge - this will 

influence the random error of the system i.e. its sensitivity 

or precision. 
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(2) The mom position of fixation of the eye daring the 

edge setting process - this will influence the systematic 

error i.e. its oversize (or undersize). 

(3) The criterion used for assessing the position of the 

visual edge with the object in question - this will influence 

the systematic error and possibly tho random error as wall. 

Considering the above three faCtors it is now possible 

to estimate the errorsinv..lved in a system. of visual sizing 

as yet not mentioned in this ch -ptor so for, but described 

in Section 1.12, namely then globe and circle" graticulo. 

This is of course used only to classify a particulate sample 

into a limited number of size groups and. with the opaque 

disc test objects would consist of a series of opaque discs 

of standard. sizes for comparison.. For this method the 

above mentioned three factors are as followsi- 

(1) No abject is used to sot on the visual edge, a 

particular opaque disc is judged to have a visual size above 

or below b. particular "globe" by direct comparison. 

(2) The mean position of fixation of the eye during a 

comparison will be the centro of the opaque disc- as 

was the Case with the calibrated wedge method. 

(3) The criterion used for assessing the position of the 

visual edge during a comparison is the same as that used 

in the line setting methods 1. a. the point where the subjec-

tive brightness of the image just differs ( is just 

thIrker for an opaque disc) from that of the surrounding 

(bright) field - in particular the same as was used for t1 
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calibrated wedge method. 

It can be seen now that the two factorw affecting the 

systematic error (i.e. (2) & (3)) are identical far the 

globe and circle and calibrated wecTge. It is reasonable t) 

assume therefore that these two systems will have the same 

systematic error i.e. of the order of -+ 0.1. iliry units. 

This means that there is only very slight oversizing with 

the globe and cirole method, a fact noted br Heywood 

(1945). 	this is a size grouping method it simply moans 

that the o,:lg:e of each size range i.e. the ra..m7o of sizes of 

the' globes' arc overestimated by -+ 0.1. .41.ry units. 

Now the two factors which effect the ranom. error of 

the method are (1) and (3). Now (3) as mentioned previously 

is the same as for the cal ibrated wedge, but (1) is 

completely different, and therefore it w.)uld be impossible 

even to estimate the random error for the globe and cirole 

method. However as this is a size grouping- mcth'y in 

which a large number )2 particles must always be examined 

the random error is not nearly as important here, as in the 

previous methods, whereon° might possibly want to dotormilt 

the exact size of pno particular particle with one single 

doterminatibn- Therefor the fact that the random error 

of the globe and circa° method cannot be estimated hero is 

of no real importance; not as in the case of the systematic 

error of tb.o sheared image method, the experimental 0,eter-

mination of which for the opaque discs woLad clearly be 
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helpful in any further consideration of that sizing metho(7.„ 

9.5. The Influence of the kbserver  

In order to check that sizing results obtained by 

another observer would not diffor frim those obtained by 

the author the results plotted in Fig.7.6. i.e. those 

obtaine,.: with the filar micrometer eyopioce with a 

moving erosswire are c - )mpared with a set obtained by Charon 

(1963 (b) ) using the same sizing system un.',or identical 

conditions and within the sumo size range of opaque discs. 

The comparison is made in Fig.9.4, with the author's 

results from Fig. 7. 6. plotted in continuous lines and 

Charman's (1963(b)) plotted in broken lines. It shows that 

over the whole range of overlap of disc diameter, 

show very good agreement. This suggests that all 

results reported in this thesis could be taken as 

for any trained observer. 

9.6. Conclusions  

The conclusions maC.e from the experiments cleacribed in 
f 

this thesis are set out in Table 9 (1) and constitute the 

systematic and random orrais of all the std. ng m d viewing 

systems considered. The folbwing supplementary comments 

however are necessary:- 

iihere as the valuc! cf the random errors hove been found 

to be fairly cansistont o  the same has only boon found to 

be true for the values ::.)f the systematic errors When 

(a) the volue of the opaque disc diameter exceeds 1.5. 

Airy units. 

both sets 

the sizing 

typical 



Disc giameter (microns) 

0.2- 

0.2 	6.4 	o.6 	0.8 	1..0 
Fig.9,.4. Variation of visual size .with true diameter for 
opaque discs sized with a filar micrometer eyepiece, by 
(a) the author ( results from Fig.7.6. plotted in contin-
uous line), (-b) C.harman •(plotted in broken line). 

0. 4- 

o. 6- 

o. 8- 

1.0-1 

1.2-,  
V
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l 
s
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  e
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Table 9 ( i) The influence of the viewing and s iz ing  

systems on the visual sizes of opaque discs  

which are thin and of high contrast.  

System 	 Systematic 	Random. 
Firror 	 13rror 
(oversize) 	( setting 

error) 

(Airy unit e) 

Sheared 	 2 	 .-k" 0.10 
Imago 

Filar. Micrometer 
3yopioc e with 
Moving Oros sw irc 

Scanning Block 
with Stationary 
Crosswiro for 
Direct Viewing 

t 0. 5 
	 0.25 

0.5 	 ±0.30 

Scanning Block 
with Line Ruled 
on Screen for 	+0. 5 	 ± 0.30 
Projection Viewing 

Calibrated Wedge 	+ 0.1 

Globe and 
17 0.1 

(estimated) 

21 Subject to limitations of disc diameter and 
working conditions (see section 9.6.) 

Circle Graticule 
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(b) the prevailing working conditions wore as specifiod by 

Charm= (1963 (a) & (b)),(i.e. a minimum magnification of 

1503X the objective N.J.., a comfortably bright image field 

otc.) So that while the random errors are always as given the 

systematic errors Eze anlpasgiven subject to limItations on 

the disc diametor an the prevailing working conCitionS as 

inflected in Tablo 9 (1). 
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USE OF AN AROCLOR RESIN AS HIGH REFRACTIVE INDEX 
MOUNTING MEDIUM FOR MICROSCOPY 

By I. LEIFER, C. J. D. SPENCER, and W. T. WELFORD 
(Technical Optics Section, Imperial College of Science and Technology, London, S.W .7) 

(Received April 12th, 1960) 

IN order to survey the concentration of coal and stone dust in the air of mines, samples are 
collected as a deposit on a microscope cover-glass. In normal practice the cover-glass is 
then dry-mounted and counts of, the particles in several size groups ranging from 0.5 
to 5 /./. are made, using an eyepiece graticule with the magnification calibration by means of 
a stage micrometer in the usual way. In order to achieve maximum resolution an oil-
immersion objective of N.A. about F3 is used. 

It appeared to us when investigating visual sizing and counting techniques for the 
National Coal Board that there would be many advantages in using a mounting medium 
instead of dry-mounting : (a) the resolution would be increased, since the full numerical 
aperture of the objective could be used, whereas with a dry slide the maximum effective 
N.A. is 1.0; (b) the depth of focus is greater when using an immersion medium for the same 
N.A., for the focal range n is given by the expression : 

n  = I  8n sin2  it/ 

where A is the wavelength of the light, U is the semi-angle of the cone of light collected by 
the objective and n is the refractive index of the immersion medium; (c) the luminance of 
the image is increased according to the square of the N.A., a gain which could be of 
importance in projection work; (d) the air path in the dry slide introduces positive or 
under-corrected spherical aberration, which gives a less well-defined image. In addition 
to these optical advantages there is the practical advantage that a suitable mounting 
medium would provide a permanent preparation, whereas in dry-mounted thermal-
precipitator-dust slides the particles are held to the cover-glass by very weak forces and 
are easily dislodged by slight shocks. 

A suitable mounting medium would be quick and simple to use, i.e. not requiring pro-
longed baking, and it would have a rather high refractive index, say about 1.65, so that 
transparent stone particles, which are mostly quartz (refractive index 1.54) would be 
visible. Some proprietary mounting media of high refractive index, e.g. "Sirax", which 
used to be available are now apparently no longer made. We discussed this problem with 
Dr. E. Bovey of B.S.I.R.A. and he suggested trying Aroclor 4465, an epoxy resin made by 
Monsanto Chemicals, Ltd. It turns out that this had indeed the right combination of 
properties. It is a clear resinous material, yellow in bulk but colourless in the thickness 
used in mounting. It melts at about 90°C fairly sharply and wets glass, coal and stone dust 
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well. We measured its refractive indices on a small prism of about 10° angle which we 
cast between glass plates; the results are given in Table I below: 

TABLE I 
REFRACTIVE INDICES OF AROCLOR 4465 

Wavelength, Angstroms 4046 4800 5790 6563 

Refractive index 1.7155 1.6859 1.6665 1.6585 

Refractive index values corrected to +0-0005. 

We found that a convenient way to mount dust slides in Aroclor was to place the cover-
glass gently on a clean slide, the dust deposit being on the under side of the cover-glass; 
a piece of Aroclor a few cubic millimetres in size was then placed on the slide touching the 
edge of the cover-slip and the whole raised to a temperature of about 110°C in an oven; 
in a few minutes the Aroclor melted and was drawn into the space between the slide and 
the cover-glass; the preparation could then be removed from the oven and was complete. 
It was found that the thickness of the Aroclor film so formed was consistently between 14 
and 15 microns. Slides so produced seem to be quite permanent. 

If the flow of the Aroclor across the slide is stopped halfway by taking it out of the oven 
a comparison can be made on the same slide of the viewing conditions. It is found that the 
depth of focus is increased and the field of view is brighter, as predicted. There is an 
appreciable gain in crispness and brilliance over the air-mounted portion and stone particles 
can still be quite clearly distinguished. 

We are grateful to Dr. E. Bovey for advice about mounting media, to Mr. J. M. Campbell 
of Monsanto Chemicals, Ltd., for a gift of 100 g of Aroclor 4465, and to the National Coal 
Board for a grant in aid of this work. The opinions expressed are those of the authors 
and not necessarily those of the Board. 
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Grainless Screens for Projection Microscopy 
I. LEIFER, C. J. D. SPENCER, AND W. T. WELFORD, 

Tedmical Optics Section, Imperial College, London, S.W .7 

C. N. RICHMOND 
The Orangery, Kelvedan, Essex 

(Received June 13, 1961) 

Back-projection screens for projection microscopy with high luminance and no loss of definition are 
described; the screen grain; is removed by the slow relative movement of two ground-glass screens placed 
face to face. 

IN routine sizing and counting of coal dust samples at 
I National Coal Board Area Laboratories it is neces-
sary to count particles as small as 0.5 A. This is at pres-
ent done with a projection microscope of conventional 
design with an opaque screen for front projection. In 
seeking ways to improve this technique we noticed that 
the picture had to be at least 50 cm from the eye because 
of physical obstruction of the view by the microscope, 
so that the magnification used was high, usually about 
3000; the picture luminance was therefore very low, 
about 0.0002 stilb (candle/cm2), with a 250-w high-
pressure mercury lamp as light ource.' At this low 
luminance the Fechner fraction is about twice its normal 
value' and the visual acuity is halved,' so that it is 
clearly desirable to increase the luminance considerably. 

The obvious way to do this is to use a back-projection 
screen, so that the distance from the eye to the screen 
can be considerably reduced, the magnification reduced 
and the luminance correspondingly increased; but if 
this is done we find that- the grain of the projection 
screen obscures the detail in the image. All projection 
screens have a more or less grainy, sparkling appearance, 
arid the scale of the grainy appeakunce is considerably 
larger than that of the actual grain in the material. For 
example, Fig. 1 shows part of a microphotometer trace 
across a ground glass screen obtained by using a scan- 

FIG. 1. Microphotometer trace across fine, ground-glass screen. 
Illuminating and collecting apertures both f/80, scanning spot 
100A square. The horizontal line at the top corresponds to 1 mm 
on the ground-glass screen. 

1  This source has a luminance of 20 000 stilbs and the theoretical 
screen luminance under the conditions of use described above is 
0.006 stilb; the difference may reasonably be ascribed to reflection 
and absorption losses and to the difficulty of completely filling the 
,condenser aperture with-the image of the part of the source of 
maximum luminance. 

2  S. Hecht, J. gen. Physiol. 7, 235 (1924). 
3  S. Hecht, Arch. Opthalmol. 57, 564 (1928). 

ning spot 100 µ square and illuminating and collecting 
beams of N. A. 0.006; the standard deviation of the 
fluctuations in transmittance is d 23% and it can be 
seen that the scale of the irregularities is such that detail 
several hundred microns across would be obscured 
although the glass was "smoothed" (i.e., ground with the 
finest grade of emery as the last stage before polishing) 
and the grain size of the emery was only.  about 10 
The magnitude of the effect also depends on the numer-
ical aperture of the illuminating and collecting beams, 
the values being chosen here to correspond approxi-
mately to conditions in projection microscopy. 

This difficulty of graininess with small numerical 
aperture of the illuminating beam is found with all kinds 
of screens to a greater or less extent and it is probably 
unavoidable. A screen must have irregularities several 
microns in size if it is to scatter at all and these must be 
arranged in a random manner so that the screen does 
not become simply a two-dimensional diffraction grat-
ing; it is presumably the linear scale of the random 
variations in the screen structure which gives rise to the 
seen graininess, just as the graininess in a photographic 
emulsion corresponds not to individual grains of silver 
but to variations in grain density and clumping. 

In order to circumvent this difficulty we have there-
fore applied an old idea4  for a grainless screen to be used 
in engineering gauge projectors, etc. In this system two 
ground-glass screens are placed with their ground sur-
faces almost in contact and one is moved slowly in its 
own plane relative to the other; the sparkle and graini 
ness are continually changing and are smoothed out by 
persistenCe of vision to give a perfectly grainless, smooth 
screen. The effect is quite startling for low-contrast 
objects of which the images are less than a millimeter in 
size on the screen, such objects are almost invisible 
when the screens are stationary but become brilliantly 
clear when the movement is started. The relative speed 
of the screens needs only to be quite slow, about 1 mm/ 
sec, but the motion must be such that there are nc 
stationary points or else if such a point does occur its 
effective duration must be less than, say, 1/25 sec; by 

4 F. A. MacAdam and Taylor, Taylor & Hobson Limited, 
British patent 592,815 (1947). See also K. J. Habell and A. Cox, 
Engineering Optics (Pitman Pkiblishing Corporation,'- New York, 
1948), p. 273. 

1422 
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effective duration we mean the time during which the 
relative speed is less than the minimum for which the 
grainless effect occurs. 

Figure 2 shows an attachment we have constructed 
for a microscope, using this principle; the front screen 
moves so that each point on it describes a circle of about 
5-mm radius in a few seconds. The gap between the two 
screens is adjustable and we have found that a separa-
tion of up to a quarter of a millimeter has no discernible 
effect on the quality of the image. An alternative way of 
moving one screen is to vibrate it at ac-power-line fre-
quency with an amplitude of about 0.5 mm; this is just 
as effective as the slowly moving rotating screen and 
perhaps slightly simpler and cheaper. 

With this system we have found that an over-all 
magnification of 1000 permits the finest detail resolvable 
by means of an oil-immersion objective to be seen as 
clearly as by direct viewing and the screen luminance is 
increased to about 0.002 stilb. A further fourfold 
increase in luminance is obtained if the screens are 
etched to increase the forward transmission, as pro-
posed by Dyson5; the etching produces a clearly visible 
structure on the screens which can be seen moving, but 
although this may be slightly distracting to the ob-
server it does not impair the resolution of detail in the 
image. On account of the strongly peaked polar diagram 
of these screens it is desirable to use a field lens as 
indicated in Fig. 2 in order to obtain a uniformly 
illuminated field of view. 

An alternative proposal for a grainless screen is to use 
a single rather rapidly moving screens; we have tried 
this in the form of a disk-shaped screen revolving in its 
own plane and we have found that although an improve-
ment in definition of the image was obtained it was not 
as marked as for the double screens. The steady move-
ment of the screen through the field of view was always 
noticed and this was distracting, but worse still was the 
fact that large-scale variations in scattering over the 
screen showed up as,  a flicker with the period of rotation 
and this could only be eliminated by using a speed of 

6  J. Dyson, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 50, 519 (1960). 
4  N. H. Mason, British Patent 590,981 (1947). See also E. Lau 

and J.-Reinitz: "Optik aller Wellentingen" p. 229 (Berlin, 1959) 
and E. Lau and R. Schalge, Feingeratetechnik 7, 121 (1958). 

Fro. 2. Grainless screen. Light from the microscope eyepiece 
(lower right) after reflection from three mirrors forms the image 
on two ground glass screens (upper center) nearly in contact. The 
image may be viewed through a field lens (upper right) if the 
screens are etched for high forward transmittance. The ground-
glass screen nearest the observer undergoes circular translation 
in its own plane at about 20 rpm from the motor drive (bottom 
center). In an alternative arrangement the moving screen is 
oscillated in its own plane at ac-power-line frequency. 

rotation above about 30 rps, a rather high speed for a 
thin disk of glass. A single, rapidly oscillating screen 
was found to be quite useless. 

To summarize, we have found the best results by 
using two screens separated by not more than 0.25 mm 
and with relative speed exceeding 1 mm/sec. 
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